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ABSTRACT 
Alternating Current Electroluminescent Properties of Zinc Sulfide Powders 
 
In order to investigate the alternating current electroluminescent properties of zinc sulfide 
powders the following experiments were conducted: synthesis of zinc sulfide phosphors 
(comprised of zinc, sulfur and copper dopant); thermal shocking of phosphor materials 
(sudden cooling, using liquid nitrogen, of phosphor particles heated up to 500oC) and 
analysis of their alternating current electroluminescent properties as well as studies of 
particle crystal structures by synchrotron and conventional X-ray powder diffraction 
techniques. Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry was utilized to investigate the 
concentration of co-activator atoms within the zinc sulfide crystal lattice. 
Electroluminescent panels were prepared and the emission properties were evaluated 
theoretically in order to obtain a mathematical relationship between various parameters 
involved in the electroluminescent process.  
Thermal quenching of zinc sulfide phosphor alters its photoluminescent and 
electroluminescent properties. The dominant wavelength of the material alters from      
504 nm to 517 nm. It appears that the blue centres are vulnerable to the thermal 
quenching procedure carried out as the blue emission deteriorates and the overall blue 
emission of the material is reduced due to the role that the interstitial Cu+ species play in 
this mechanism. The interstitial Cu+ is not as stable in its location within the lattice 
compared to substitutional Cu+ and hence a thermal shock is prone to effect its location 
or association with the surrounding atoms. The green emission centre, however, appears 
to be unaffected. Results obtained from layer by layer analysis of the material 
demonstrate that the surface of the phosphor particles contain most of the copper content 
(copper to zinc molar ratio of 0.08% in the surface compared to 0.06% at inner levels  
distributed within the lattice). The location of the outer copper layer may play a key role 
in the alternating current electroluminescence (ACEL) process; further experiments need 
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to be conducted in order to prove the foregoing hypothesis. Irrespective of the amount of 
copper impurity (dopnat) initially added to the zinc sulfide precursor, prior to synthesis of 
the phosphor, during the high temperature firing RI WKH PDWHULDO DERYH Û& a 
considerable amount of the copper will be ejected from the lattice and be washed off in 
the latter steps of the synthesis process (where the newly synthesized phosphor is washed 
in concentrated ammonia solution); an initial copper content of 1.2% molar ratio is 
reduced to 0.154%; however, the duration of the high temperature firing is a key factor in 
the final amount of copper  present within the lattice. 
 XRPD experiments of a working ACEL device (i.e., when the AC field is applied across 
the electroluminescent phosphor) show that the diffraction lines all shift, but remain 
within the region where broad diffraction intensity is observed for a powder sample (i.e. 
random orientation).  Indeed the sharp diffraction lines are observed to span across each 
broad diffraction area associated with the sphalerite phase.  The panel exhibits a different 
diffraction pattern when the device is powered in an AC field compared to when it is not 
exposed to the field. This clearly indicates that the particles possess piezoelectric 
properties and the electric field causes strain on the crystal lattice. 
 
When considering the major drawbacks of ACEL technology, i.e. it¶s short life time and 
degradation characteristics, defining a mathematical model of its emission degradation is 
a step towards understanding part of the mechanism of the ACEL process. Due to the 
various number of parameters involved in the phenomenon of electroluminescence (such 
as particle size, copper content and random distribution of crystal planes) and the fact that 
emissions arise from certain centres randomly distributed over each phosphor particle, 
mathematical models are only accurate when they are formulated in relation to the 
analysis of a particular batch of phosphor sample and used to prepare a particular panel. 
Hence, no overall mathematical formulation can be produced to measure the emission 
properties of various ACEL panels produced by different batches of zinc sulfide 
phosphors. 
 
The findings of this research indicate that sample preparation technique which involves 
addition of raw zinc sulfide to an already copper doped zinc sulfide causes an increase in 
vi 
 
the occurrence of nano p-n junctions species within the lattice where the cupper locations 
form the p-type and the n type is formed from the release of some sulfur atoms from zinc 
sulfide structure during the high temperature firing relative to the conventional phosphor 
preparation methods. Larger particles have a higher probability of contacting interstitial 
copper sites during firing and preparation as copper atoms tend to migrate out of the zinc 
sulfide lattice toward the surface. Hence larger particles (commercial phosphors) 
demonstrate better emission properties. Thermal quenching affects the interstitial copper 
sites more than the other luminescent centres formed of substitutional copper sites. Hence 
the lowered blue emission occurs. Due to the probability of high dispersion of Cu atoms 
within the ZnS lattice a useful mathematical model cannot easily be developed for an EL 
panel. EXAFS analysis cannot be fully relied up on in respect of the interstitial copper 
environment in these phosphors considering that a small fraction of the copper impurity 
in the phosphor exists at interstitial sites. However, the results from experiments using 
XANES confirm a change in the electronic configuration of Zn atoms when samples are 
quenched. 
 
Alireza Salimian [BSc (Hons), MSc] 
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A perfection of means, and confusion of aims, seems to be our main 
problem. 
 
 
Albert Einstein 
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Chapter 1 : Zinc sulfide matrix phosphors & alternating current 
electroluminescence (ACEL) 
 
1.1 Phosphors 
 
The simplest description of a phosphor is a substance that exhibits luminescence. 
Luminescence can be described as the emission of visible light from a material due to 
external excitation (not to be confused with incandescence; the emission of light from a 
heated material, such as a light bulb). Structurally, phosphor materials are described in 
terms of a host lattice µactivated¶ by a low concentration of another element. The term 
³Dctivator´ is slightly archaic as it is now known that more than one element in a host 
lattice can take part in luminescent emission and dopant or doping element is a more 
correct term to use for referring to the impurity element. Taking silver and aluminium 
doped zinc sulfide phosphors as examples; phosphors are written as follows: 
³ZnS:Ag,Al´ indicating silver and aluminium as doping elements within a zinc sulfide 
host lattice.  
 
1.2 II-VI compounds and their intrinsic properties  
 
Sulfides, oxides, selenides and tellurides of zinc, cadmium and mercury are referred to as 
³II-VI´ phosphors. Among this group of phosphors zinc sulfide has been the most widely 
used. The first time that zinc sulfide particles were observed to demonstrate luminescence 
was in 1866 when Theodor Sidot, a French scientist, synthesised these particles for the 
purpose of crystal growth and crystal studies1. 
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1.2.1 Crystal structure 
 
Two types of crystal structure have been observed with the II-VI group of materials, the 
cubic (zinc blende) or the hexagonal (wurtzite) structures (Figure 1.1). However, zinc 
sulfide has been observed in both forms depending on the firing temperature at which it 
has been crystallised. 
 
Figure 1.1: Cubic and hexagonal crystal structure of zinc sulfide.  
 
 
 1.2.2 Crystal formation 
 
Type II-VI materials do not melt at relatively high temperatures, but do sublime. This is 
because these materials demonstrate a very high sublimation pressure. For example zinc 
sulfide sublimes at 1830 °C.  
The usual procedure of making zinc sulfide phosphor particles involves firing of 
amorphous zinc sulfide material in crucibles at temperatures between 800-1200°C to 
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form crystalline particles, where a change from a cubic to a hexagonal crystal structure 
occurs at temperatures above 1020°C (the phosphor transition temperature). The crystal 
structure is fundamental to phosphor properties of these materials. 
 
1.2.3 Electronic band structure 
 
In type II-VI materials, the conduction band reside on the s orbital of the cation (zinc) 
while the valence band resides on the p orbital of the anion (sulfur). In these types of 
semiconductor materials, if either of the elements are replaced by heavier atoms, the band 
gap energy, Eg, of the material is decreased except in zinc oxide (3.37 eV) where gE is 
smaller than zinc sulfide (3.68 eV)1,54.  
The direct band gap of the II-VI materials makes them ideal candidates as host materials 
for phosphors with a zinc sulfide band gap of 3.68 eV for the cubic and 3.91 eV for the 
hexagonal structures. The radiative emission in phosphors is caused by transitions taking 
place via energy levels of activators introduced as impurity materials.  Perturbation of the 
conduction band creates the associated energy levels of impurity materials in the host 
lattice1.  
 
1.3 Zinc sulfide phosphors 
 
Addition of metals, as impurities, to zinc sulfide during firing leads to phosphor materials 
which demonstrate the luminescent properties of the metal impurities. Addition of 
copper, for example, produces green emitting phosphors while replacing the copper with 
silver generates DEOXHHPLVVLRQ6LQFHWKHKRVWODWWLFH¶VDELOLW\WRexhibit luminescence is 
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activated by the addition of such materials, the term activator is used to describe the 
metal impurity to be incorporated into the host lattice. 
 It was demonstrated by Kroger1 that the halide flux added during the firing procedure of 
zinc sulfide phosphors, not only acted as a crystal growth promoter, but also it 
incorporated halide atoms into the lattice which had an effect on the formation of 
luminescent phosphors. The halide atom is therefore referred to as the co-activator. 
 
1.3.1 Emission spectra 
 
The luminescent properties of copper or silver doped zinc sulfide materials can be 
divided into five groups depending on the ratio of the activators and co-activators 
incorporated into the lattice (Figure 1.2)2. As described earlier, the luminescent properties 
of the phosphor material are related to the luminescent centres, which are composed of 
the activator and co-activator as well as the interactions between them. As illustrated 
graphically in Figure 1.2, the nature of these luminescent centres governs the emission 
specificity of the luminescence.  
Green-Cu centre (G-Cu): this type of centre can be formed by copper or silver activators 
in combination with aluminium, chlorine or bromine co-activators in equal ratios within 
the lattice. The luminescence transition takes place from the co-activator level to the 
activator level in different combination pairs having different distances between each. 
These centres generate spectra that consist of broad bands which are well distinguished 
from the edge bands.  
Self Activate centre (SA): these centres are formed in the absence of copper atoms as a 
result of divalent zinc vacancies with mono-valent chlorine or trivalent aluminium sites 
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(if aluminium impurity existed). Two chloride ions compensate the charge deficiency of 
the divalent zinc with one of the chlorine atoms associating directly with the zinc whilst 
the other is isolated and remains responsible for the primary state of the emission. The 
geometrical symmetry of the hole at the divalent zinc vacancy determines the polarization 
of the luminescence.  
Red-Cu centre (R-Cu): it has been shown that these centres are formed by mono-valent 
copper vacancies substituting the zinc vacancy and closest divalent sulfur vacancies to 
the site. This implies the reverse of what has been observed with the SA centres in 
respect of activator and co-activator relationship3.  
Blue-Cu centre (B-Cu): it has been suggested that these centres may form as a result of an 
association between the mono-valent substantial and interstitial copper vacancies4.  
 
 
 
Figure 1.2 : Luminescent centres and resulting transition in relation to the activator [X] and 
co-activator [Y] ratios within the zinc sulfide lattice. The activator is copper and the co-
activator is chloride2. 
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1.3.2 Energy levels of luminescent centres 
 
Figure (1.3)5demonstrates some of the proposed energy levels within the band gap of zinc 
sulfide for various dopants and acceptors. Zinc sulfide, in its pure form, demonstrates UV 
emissions (~ 3.37 eV) but lacks any visible luminance6. Substituting Cl- for S without any 
other activator, e.g. copper, results in a blue line being observed near 440 nm (2.8 eV). In 
this situation the material, as described earlier, is referred to as self-activating (SA). As 
the chlorine has only one negative charge, a compensating charge defect- e.g. two Cl- 
ions must reside on the S sites together with a Zn vacancy. Shinoya et al 7 suggested this 
Zn vacancy is involved in the 2.8 eV blue emission. When Cu atoms are substituted at the 
Zn sites in absence of Cl co-activator, a blue line emission close to the SA centre and a 
red line at 677 nm (1.81 eV) appear. The intensity of the red line depends on the 
preparation technique involved8. 
It is necessary to consider that all doped zinc sulfide samples (doped with Cu, Cl or a 
combination of both) are diamagnetic over a wide temperature range from 1.5 to 300 K9. 
As a result a wide range of paramagnetic defects are ruled out, including Cu2+, Cu0 and 
even Zn1+ or S1- defects. Hence the copper in all these materials has to be in a Cu1+ state, 
when not excited. The Cu1+ has a d10 configuration without any empty d states; however, 
when a hole is trapped on a substitutional Cu1+, one of the d states becomes vacant and a 
temporary d9 configuration Cu2+ is formed10. In cubic symmetry the d state splits into t2 
and e states, equivalent to 0.75-0.95 eV. Suzuki and Shionoya suggested that the highest 
t2 state is about 1.3 eV above the valence band for a Cu-Cl pair11. Suzuki & Blicks et al12 
explained the Cu-B line as a pair of adjacent substitutional and interstitial Cu+ sites. 
There are three blue lines observed in ZnS:Cu.Cl band gap systems: a blue line for only 
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Cl doping (SA centre), a blue line for Cu only (Cu-B), and a blue line when the host 
lattice is doped with both Cu and Cl. It is not clear if these are really the same line or 
distinct lines; currently, they are considered as aggregate Cu cluster emissions. When Cl 
or other co-activators such as Br are added together with Cu, a green 520 nm line is 
observed equivalent to 2.4 eV energy band together with the blue line; the blue or green 
emission is dependent on the Cu/Cl ratio. For the blue line to be dominant, the optimum 
Cu concentration is 0.065% with a low Cl concentration, while for 0.01-0.04% Cu with 
comparable Cu and Cl concentrations, the green line is dominant10. The actual numbers 
of possible luminescence centres are far more than what has been mentioned here13; 
hence Figure 1.3 provides a summary of the proposed defect energy levels.  
 
Figure 1.3: Proposed energy levels within the band gap of ZnS for various dopants and 
acceptors5. 
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1.3.3 Factors affecting the luminescence & electroluminescence of zinc sulfide 
phosphors  
 
A small contamination of the zinc sulfide phosphors prior to firing with group VIII B 
elements (Fe, Ni and Co) reduces and even totally extinguishes the luminescence 
intensity of the phosphor material; such materials are referred to as luminescence 
killers14. This is because group VIII B ions have absorption bands residing in the visible 
spectrum and their associated spectra overlap that of G-Cu centres. It has been suggested 
that resonance energy transfer from excited G-Cu centres to the iron group ions takes 
place and hence by interfering with the luminescence function of the G-Cu centre, the 
luminescence efficiency is decreased14.  
Overly high concentrations of activator atoms would result in the loss and elimination of 
luminescence; it has been hypothesised that the Auger effecti may be involved in the loss 
of luminescence15. The energy of the excited copper-copper pairs is transferred to the 
unexcited activators across the lattice, raising electrons to the conduction band. This 
means the energy encircles the lattice and is released through non-radiative 
recombination traps. 
Zinc sulfide phosphors lose their emission quality over time and it has been proposed that 
the reason for the ageing of copper doped zinc sulfide phosphors (ZnS:Cu) is due to the 
migration of the interstitial Cu2+ ions away from their proposed locations within the 
lattice16. It is well known that the barrier regions of electroluminescent spots (areas on the 
phosphor particle surface that seem to emit light) are localized in separate small areas 
                                                 
i
 The Auger effect is a phenomenon in physics in which the emission of an electron from an atom causes 
the emission of a second electron. When an electron is removed from a core level of an atom, leaving a 
vacancy, an electron from a higher energy level may fall into the vacancy, resulting in a release of energy. 
Although sometimes this energy is released in the form of an emitted photon, the energy can also be 
transferred to another electron, which is ejected from the atom. This second ejected electron is called an 
Auger electron. 
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corresponding to dislocations and second-phase inclusions16. It can therefore be assumed 
that the different kinds of luminescent centres have a different distribution pattern within 
the zinc sulfide crystal lattice.  
The formation of the luminescent sites results from the initial stages of phosphor firing 
during which the zinc sulfide are formed in their crystalline form17. At a high temperature 
DERYH Û& FRSSHU LV LQFRUSRUDWHG LQWR WKH QRGHV RFFXS\LQJ ]LQF YDFDQFLHV
generating the "green" luminescent centres. During the cooling of the fired phosphor a 
portion of the copper atoms shift to the interstitial sites, forming the "blue" luminescent 
centres with a 2.8 eV band gap and the number of "green" centres with a band gap of 2.4 
eV decrease. Additional dopants such as halides are used to introduce defect states into 
the lattice to further enhance EL efficiency. A low percentage of copper in the lattice 
results in blue emissions where the Cu exists in defect centres17. 
The association of the green band with radiation of the centres localised in the surface 
region of zinc sulfide crystals has been proved via studies in which nanocrystalline 
copper doped zinc sulfide materials demonstrated green luminescence only18. 
Kokin et al17 investigated the spectra of two-photon excited luminescence of powder zinc 
sulfide and measured its electroluminescence spectra under different conditions at 
different stages of degradation. It was proposed that the centres of green and blue 
luminescence are non-uniformly distributed over the grains. Their two-photon-excited 
luminescence analysis provided valuable information on luminescent centre locations in 
the volume of the crystal; these findings are presented in Figure 1.4. 
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Figure 1.4: The spectrum of the luminescence centres excited by a single photon (1) and two-
photon excitation (2).17 
 
 
 
1.3.4 Host lattice 
 
Electroluminescent phosphors can be regarded as complex solid solutions of crystals15 
where the exact combination of atoms present in the solution gives rise to the unique            
photo-emissive properties of the phosphor. In the case of zinc sulfide phosphors, the zinc 
sulfide lattice can be regarded as the host solvent while luminescent centres or activators 
are the solute components of this solid solution. High field electroluminescent materials 
should have a set of five specific properties19 which would make them qualify as possible 
hosts. These properties are as follows: 
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I. The proposed host should provide within its structure a substitutional 
lattice site for the luminescent centre. 
II. The material should be non-conducting in order to provide capacitive 
behaviour when placed under high electric fields (~ 105 Vcm-1). 
III. The material should have high breakdown strength in the region of 
1MV 1cm  . 
IV. A low phonon electron coupling constantii together with a higher state 
of crystalline structure with doping material present is required to 
minimize electron scattering.  
 
V. The band-gap of the material must be high (about ~3.1 eV) to ensure 
that the generated light is not absorbed by the host lattice. 
 
Zinc sulfide together with other sulfide based type II-VI compounds satisfies these 
requirements. The direct band gap of ZnS is wide enough to be transparent to the whole 
visible spectrum while electron momentum is conserved during the transition between the 
valence and conduction bands19.  
Other properties of zinc sulfide such as effective electron mass (0.4 m*/m0)iii, large 
dielectric constant of 8.9, low phonon energy and small phonon-electron coupling 
constant along with its band gap (3.68 eV) makes zinc sulfide one of the best high field 
electroluminescent phosphors20.  
 
                                                 
ii
 Coupling of vibration energy of phonons and ionisation of electrons can lead to build up of heat. 
iii
 In a simplified picture that ignores crystal anisotropies, the electrons behave as free particles in a vacuum. 
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1.3.5 Defects in host lattice structure 
 
Defects in zinc sulfide are either associated with zinc or sulfur positions in which case 
they are referred to as intrinsic point defects or these point defects are associated with the 
presence of an impurity element referred to as extrinsic point defects. As already 
discussed, the impurity is the doping element used in synthesis of these materials. The 
optical and electrical properties of semiconductors are significantly influenced by these 
defects both qualitatively and quantitatively; however measurements of these parameters 
are virtually impossible due to the complicated nature of the system21. 
Intrinsic point defects in zinc sulfide, include the vacancies on cation and anion               
sub-lattices which accordingly relate to Zn 2  and S 2 . Some of the point defects have 
been characterised in zinc sulfide; for example, a double ionized zinc vacancy is reported 
to create a defect level ~1.0 eV above the valence band edge22 . 
Extrinsic point defects present in zinc sulfide create an interesting electron-hole 
interaction environment which has attracted many researchers to investigate the process. 
Photoconductivity measurements have illustrated the presence of a donor level 0.25 eV 
below the conduction band of zinc sulfide, when chlorine has been substituted as an 
anion in the zinc sulfide lattice23 while an ionized acceptor level appears which is thought 
to be associated with induced compensating isolated zinc vacancies. However, there are 
many debates in relation to the defects in zinc sulfide due to the complex nature of the 
electronic structure. Assignment of defect levels in the band gap of zinc sulfide is also a 
current topic of debate between researchers. 
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1.3.6 Host lattice-activator interactions 
 
When an activator is placed within the zinc sulfide host lattice, the electrons associated 
with the activator arrange themselves in such a way so as to minimise the energy of the 
activator ion. This arrangement is disrupted when an external electrical or magnetic field 
is applied. Outer shell electrons, unlike inner shell electrons, are mostly affected by these 
fields and hence the energy levels associated with them would be greatly influenced by 
these fields, particularly when   d-d or d-f  radiative transitions are involved22,23,24. 
 
1.3.7 Luminescent centre and energy level positions  
 
 The position of the activator ion within the host lattice is referred to as the luminescent 
centre. Many factors influence the energy level of these centres, most importantly lattice 
symmetry, bond length and molecular orbital overlap between cations and anions24. 
Crystal field theory can be used to understand how lattice symmetry can be an important 
factor in determining these energy levels within the crystal. In crystal field theory the 
metal ion is assumed to be free in gas form and the ligands behave like point charges 
while it is assumed that the orbitals of the metal and the ligands do not interact. In this 
context the attraction between the positively charged metal ion and the electrons of the 
ligand bonds the two together and crystal field theory describes how the ligands influence 
the d electrons of the metal and split them into lower and higher energy levels.  The 
energy difference between the two energy levels depends on the following factors: 
x Nature of the metal ion (cation).  
x Oxidation state of the cation. A higher oxidation state leads to a larger splitting.  
x Arrangement of the anion (ligands) around the metal ion.  
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x Type of anion surrounding the metal ion. The stronger the effect of the anion then 
the greater the difference between the low and high energy 3d groups.  
In transition metals, there are five partly filled d-orbitals, each capable of containing two 
electrons. These five d-orbitals are degenerate - they have the same energy - when there 
are no ligands around the metal. When an anion approaches the metal ion, the electrons 
of the anion will be closer to some of the d-orbitals and further away from others. The d-
electrons closer to the anion will have a higher energy than ones further away because 
they sense more repulsion and hence the d-orbitals split in energy. What determines the 
way that the orbitals split is the orientation of the anion with respect to the metal d 
orbitals. The most common type of complex is octahedral where six anions position 
themselves around the metal ion pointing directly at the metal d-orbitals causing splitting 
of the energy levels. If instead of six, four anions form a tetrahedron around the metal 
ion, their electrons are not oriented directly towards the d-orbitals resulting in a lower 
splitting of the energy levels.  
 If there are six anions there will most likely be one along each axis, so the complex will 
have octahedral symmetry. Because the dxy, dxz and dyz orbitals are further away from the 
anion (ligand), they will be lower in energy than the dz2 and dx2-y2, which are closer to the 
anion. In tetrahedral crystal field splitting, the reverse occurs, the lower energy orbitals 
will be dz2 and dx2-y2, and the higher energy orbitals will be dxy, dxz and dyz. 
 
Considering zinc sulfide doped with copper, in a tetrahedral symmetry the gt2 (
xzyxy ddd 3,3,3 2 ) components of the metals doubly degenerate d-orbitals point at the sulfur 
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ligands and an electron from one of these orbitals must come close to the unpaired 
electron of the sulfur causing a repulsion which will increase the energy of the d-orbital 
electron. Contrary to the foregoing, the ge ( 23 zd and 223 yxd  ) orbitals point between the 
ligands and their associated energy levels will not be altered by the ligands. As a result of 
this symmetry in positioning of the atoms, the ge levels will be lower in energy compared 
to the gt2 level
25
.  
The bond length of the host material influences the energy level of the luminescent centre 
LQDGLIIHUHQWZD\%\FRQVLGHULQJ&RXORPE¶VODZiv, treating the constituent atoms of the 
lattice as point charges the effect of bond length on energy levels can be explained in a 
GLIIHUHQWDSSURDFK&RXORPE¶VODZcan be stated as: 
 
2
..4
2.1
r
qqF HS       (1.1) 
 
Where q1 and q2 are the respective charges with distance r between them and a dielectric 
permittivity of H . The electrostatic force on a point charge q in space under the influence 
of an electric field E is given by: 
 
F=q.E      (1.2) 
 
So 
2
.4 r
qEq SH         (1.3) 
                                                 
iv
 &RXORPE¶VODZGHVFULEHVWKHHOHFWULFDOIRUFHVSUHVHQWEHWZHHQWZRFKDUJHGSDUWLFOHV 
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This (equation 1.3) demonstrates the local electric field due to charge q. The above 
equations demonstrate that as the bond length r increases, the related electrostatic force 
and field decrease. 
Using point charges as a model, Gerloch26 proposed equation 1.4 as the relationship 
between energy level separation and charge of the anion. 
5
4
2
6
1
r
zeDq
D      (1.4) 
Where Dq is a measure of the energy level separation, z is the charge of the anion, e is the 
HOHFWURQFKDUJHĮ LV UHlated to the wave function of d-orbital and r is the bond length. 
This equation clearly shows that transitions involving d-orbital, the position of energy 
levels and hence their associated emission energy can vary with regards to the bond 
lengths in the structure.  
 
 
1.3.8 Zinc sulfide band gap 
 
Linear combinations of atomic orbitals (LCAO) and pseudo-potentials are used for the 
calculation of physical parameters in solids27. This method is used for the calculation of 
the band gap of many materials including zinc sulfide28.  
The calculation of the electronic states and their positions within the band gap of a 
semiconductor requires knowledge of the position of the upper part of the valence band    
(Ev) and the bottom of the conduction band (Ec); Harrison29 has produced a mathematical 
model (equations 1.5-8) to calculate these values: 
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)1(  UErelax           (1.5) 
Where Erelax LVWKHUHOD[DWLRQHQHUJ\İLVWKHGLHOHFWULFFRQVWDQWDQGU is the inter-atomic 
coulomb repulsion. 
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V !K                  (1.6) 
V2 is the covalent bond energy, Ș is the equal to 2.16, !  is Planck¶V constant and m is 
electron mass, d is distance. 
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V3  is the ionic bond energy, V1 is the metallic bond energy, cs
a
s HH ,  are the atomic terms 
for anionic and cationic S-states30. The atomic terms of the anionic and cationic p-states 
are  cp
a
p HH , ,
 
respectively.  
Using equation 2.8, Ec and Ev can be measured as follows31. 
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The band gap of the zinc sulfide can be measured using the following expression:  
vcg EEE        (1.11) 
Figure 1.5 demonstrates how these calculations are carried out using the LCAO method. 
 
Figure 1.5: Calculation of the energy bands in zinc sulfide from the atomic p-orbitals using the 
LCAO method31. 
 
Savchenko31 has produced a simulation of the electronic states of ZnS, ZnS:Cl, ZnS:Cu 
and ZnS:Cu,Cl phosphors (Figure 1.6). Electronic states with energies E1 and E2 
correspond to Zn 4p and Zn sp3 orbitals. The E3 energy levels are formed by the 4p 
orbital bonding of the Zn-Zn bond. The non-bonding p-bands form the E4 energy level 
and hybridization state of copper sp3 orbital forms the E5 energy level. It is believed that 
Cl atoms compensate the Zn sp3 electronic states and thus the red emission band in these 
phosphors fades out32.  
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Figure 1.6: Simulation of the electronic states in ZnS, ZnS:Cl, ZnS:Cu and ZnS:Cu,Cl The 
yellow arrows in this diagram show the possible optical radiative transitions. Experimental 
values obtained for these energy levels match very closely to the predictions of the above 
diagram. 
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1.4 Electroluminescence 
 
The emission of light from certain materials under an electric field is known as 
electroluminescence (EL). In principle it involves the direct conversion of electrical 
energy into electromagnetic radiation. In comparison to the process of incandescence (in 
which light emission is determined by the heat generated), the cold emission of 
electroluminescent materials is directly related to the chemical and physical properties of 
its constituent material(s). This indicates that the emission from an electroluminescent 
material can be manipulated by altering its chemical and physical properties and hence a 
way of investigating the mechanism of the process and developing it more efficiently. 
 
1.4.1 Concept of electroluminescence 
 
The first observation of powder phosphors were reported by Destriau whilst examining 
electro-photoluminescence materials and most of the studies carried out on 
electroluminescent zinc sulfidHGRSHGZLWKFRSSHUZHUHFRQGXFWHGSULRU WR WKH¶V
with pioneering work being carried out by Destriau33. 
The phosphor particles were embedded in an insulating matrix sandwiched between two 
flat electrodes and alternating field was applied to the specimen. Various materials such 
as sulfides, tungstates, germinates and silicates were then tested by Destriau, where field 
strengths of ~105 V cm-1 were applied and EL behaviour was observed34. 
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1.4.2 Types of electroluminescence 
 
The process of inorganic electroluminescence (EL) is defined as a process by which 
electromagnetic radiation is produced due the application of an electric field to crystalline 
semiconductor materials. The electroluminescence of inorganic semiconductors is 
classified into two groups: injection EL and high field EL (Figure 1.7)34.  
 
 
Figure 1.7:  Types of electroluminescence mechanism and related applications. 
 
1.4.2.1 Injection EL 
 
In a p-n junction (positive-negative junction) at thermal equilibrium, a depletion layer is 
formed and a diffusion potential (Vd) is created across the junction. Upon application of a 
forward bias electric potential (V) across the junction, the diffusion potential decreases 
(Vd-V). This forces the injection of electrons from the negative region (n) to the positive 
region (p). This process is parallel to the migration of holes (positively charged) from the 
(p) to (n) states. Upon recombination of the electrons and holes electromagnetic radiation 
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with energy related to the energy gap of the junction are emitted; this process of light 
emission is termed injection EL (Figure 1.8)20. 
 
Figure 1.8: Injection EL, electron and hole interaction within the band gap confinement and 
light emission20. 
  
 
1.4.2.2 High field EL 
 
High field EL involves application of high electric fields in the region of 106  V cm-1 to the 
electroluminescent material. Some of the electrons in the material reach energy levels 
sufficient to cause impact excitation of the luminescent centres present in the EL 
material. The electrons with sufficiently high energy are defined as the carriers.  The high 
field EL can be described as carrier injection followed by the distribution of the carriers 
toward activation of the luminescent centres36.  
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1.4.3 Carrier injection 
 
Various theoretical models have been proposed for the injection of the carriers41. The 
carrier injection for powder EL material and thin films is thought to be similar but 
slightly different considering that in thin film EL the phosphor is a continuous layer of 
ZnS:Cu compared to the powder ZnS:Cu material being dispersed in a binderv. The 
overall concept of these mechanisms states that electrons are injected into the 
semiconductor EL material, hence activating the luminescent centres36. 
 
1.4.4 Schottky barrier injection 
 
Upon contact between metal and semiconductor, a barrier is formed known as the 
Schottky barrier35 at the contact site. Considering a vacuum instead of the semiconductor, 
the work function is the minimum energy required to move an electron into a vacuum 
from its location within the Fermi energy levels. Considering an electron at a distance A 
from a metal (Figure 1.9), a positive charge is induced on the metal surface. The 
attractive force between the electron and the induced positive charge is equivalent to an 
attractive force between the electron and a positive charge mirror to the location of the 
electron i.e. distance A, this force is called the image force (F) with an associated 
potential energy as shown in Figure 1.9.  
 
 
                                                 
v
 The thickness of the thin film can be as low as 2 microns while powder made panel constitute particles as 
large as ~30 microns dispersed in a dielectric binder. Hence thin films are activated at extremely high 
electric fields comparatively. 
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Figure 1.9:  The force imposed on an electron by an electric field. 
 
An external electric field reduces the total potential energy, which in turn lowers the 
effective metal work function. This decrease in the potential barrier is termed the 
Schottky effect. When the contact between a metal and a semiconductor is exposed to an 
electric field, the Schottky effect causes a decrease in the potential energy of the 
semiconductor and hence lowers the barrier36. As a result the electron can be thermally 
injected into the semiconductor and excite the luminescent centres. In the case of powder 
ZnS:Cu EL phosphors, the semiconductor zinc sulfide and the copper impurity are 
thought to form a Schottky barrier35. Lattice defects induce trapping of electrons in 
localised states of large band gap semiconductors36. Upon application of an electric field, 
the trapped electrons are excited to the conduction band. The excited electrons can 
stimulate the luminescent centres to luminesce. This process is referred to as Poole-
Frenkel emission. Upon application of high electric fields to Schottky barriers or electron 
traps the barrier becomes thin, hence promoting the tunnelling of the electrons into the 
conduction band36. The current density of electrons via this route is only dependent on 
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the electric field. When electrons of a semiconductor are in thermal equilibrium, there is 
zero exchange energy between electrons and the lattice.  
 
The energy distribution of electrons under thermal equilibrium is expressed by the 
Maxwell-Boltzman distribution function as: 
 
2
2mv H      (1.12) 
 
Under the influence of an electric field, the electrons are provided with extra energy from 
the field and lose it to the lattice via phonons. The electrons move in the direction of the 
field by a drift velocity ( dv ). Under this condition the Maxwell-Boltzamn distribution is 
altered to: 
 
2
)( 2dvvm  H            (1.13) 
 
Moderate electric fields (less than 104 V cm-1) generate electrons which lose their energy 
in the form of emitting phonons. When the electric field is increased above values of  105 
V cm-1 the electrons gain sufficient energy to excite the luminescent centres via impact 
excitation37.  
More recent investigations have proposed two models for the transport of the energised 
electrons within the zinc sulfide crystal lattice; one regards the electron motion within the 
lattice to have ballistic characteristics whilst the other explains the transport of the 
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electron in the form of collision and field dependent-drift leading to a higher probability 
of electron-acceptor collisions38. 
 
 
1.4.5 Luminescence centre excitation mechanisms 
 
Fields in the region of 206 V cm-1 are sufficient to generate hot electrons within the zinc 
sulfide lattice. Upon collisions within the lattice these energised electrons tend to ionise 
the whole matrix in which they collide and hence generate an ionised zinc sulfide lattice. 
The ionisation of the lattice implies the generation of electron-hole pairs. If impurities 
exist within the lattice (the doping element), upon ionisation, they tend to facilitate 
electron and hole recombination, leading to radiation of light39. Direct impact ionisation 
of the luminescent centres can also occur by the collision of the electrons with the ion 
impurity, for example Mn2+ or Cu2+ centres which are often doped into EL phosphors. 
The d shell of the doping element
 
is excited via such an electron collision mechanism 
leading to light emission39. In zinc sulfide powder phosphors, the luminescent centres 
result from the association of the Cl1- and Cu2+ ions (referred to as a Cl-Cu centre) 
forming the donor-acceptor pairs within the lattice. The electron-hole recombination in 
these phosphors is thought to occur in these centres. Emission from these Cl-Cu centres is 
usually green. However, in the presence of 2Mn ions within the ZnS:Cu,Cl phosphor, the 
energy from this excited centres can be transferred to the 2Mn centre leading to yellow 
emission which is characteristic of 2Mn  phosphors39. Figure 1.10 illustrates the 
excitation processes of the luminescent phosphors. 
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Figure 1.10:  Different excitation mechanisms of luminescent centres (e: electron, H: hole) 39. 
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1.5 Powder zinc sulfide phosphor electroluminescence  
 
1.5.1 Alternating current (AC) powder EL 
 
EL is observed when an electric field corresponding to an AC voltage is applied across 
the electrodes of a cell; a scheme which was originally designed and implemented by 
'HVWULDXLQWKH¶V40  (Figure 1.11).  
 
Figure 1.11:  The structure of the Destriau cell, a mixture of the EL phosphor and dielectric 
medium is placed between two electrodes; upon application of alternating current light is 
emitted from the phosphor layer. 
 
A phosphor material with particle sizes ranging from 5 to 40 Pm is dispersed in a 
dielectric medium and sandwiched between two electrodes (Figure 1.11). The phosphor 
material is a zinc sulfide host with copper and other impurities in the region of 
43 1010   grams of copper to one gram zinc sulfide. The dielectric material in which the 
phosphor is dispersed has to possess a high dielectric constant. Under high potential 
difference, the structure is protected from dielectric breakdown by coating one of the 
electrodes with a piezoelectric insulator such as 3BaTiO .  
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The magnitude of the applied voltage can be in the region of 50-200 V which would 
correspond to an electric field of about 105 V cm-1 across the phosphor. The relationship 
between the voltage and brightness is expressed by equation 1.14 where B is the 
brightness, V is the voltage, 0B  and b are constants which depend on the particle size of 
the phosphor, concentration and the dielectric constant of the medium41. 
 
 
)/exp( 5.00 VbBB                           (1.14) 
 
It has been shown that the presence of Cu2+ ions is absolutely essential for the AC 
electroluminescence process while the presence of the Cl1- ions is essential for brightness; 
the efficiency of the phosphor is increased by increasing the particle size and the 
operational life time of the phosphor has been reported to decrease in relation to particle 
size42. 
 
During the 1960s a great deal of research was carried out by Fischer to elucidate a 
theoretical explanation for the mechanism of the ACEL process. During these studies 
optical observations of ZnS:Cu,Cl particles were made under a light microscope43. Single 
particles were investigated and it was observed that light emitting regions within the 
particle took the form of ³twinkling tails of a comet´. Investigations by Fischer showed 
that each half of the double comet lines lit up alternately when the nearest electrode 
turned positive44 (Figure 1.12).  
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Figure 1.12: Electroluminescence from ZnS:Cu,Cl particles. The double comet lines are 
illustrated at the threshold (E=Eth) voltage and above (E>Eth)44. 
 
Based on the aforementioned observations a band model explanation of the 
electroluminescence process was proposed by Fischer45.  Zinc sulfide crystal particles 
were prepared by firing amorphous zinc sulfide containing copper and aluminium 
impurities at temperatures exceeding 1000°C. Using X-ray powder diffraction, it has 
been shown that the wurtzite crystal phase dominates the structural state of the prepared 
crystals. After the firing process at 1000°C, the particles are cooled down, there is a 
transition to the cubic structure from the wurtzite crystal phase; during this structural 
transition the copper which is being used as an activator, resides on crystal sites where 
defects are formed due to the transition. These copper ions form thin SCu2 needles in the 
zinc sulfide crystal lattice. Due to the p-type semiconductor properties of SCu2  and        
n-type semiconductor properties of the zinc sulfide a Schottky barrier junction is 
formed46. 
When voltages above the threshold are applied, electrons and holes are tunnelled  from 
each end of these needles into the zinc sulfide lattice as illustrated in Figure 1.13. This is 
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because applied fields of higher than 104 V cm-1 can induce local fields greater than 106 V 
cm-1 in the lattice47.  
 
Figure 1.13:  Injection of electrons and holes from opposite ends of a SCu2 needle into the 
ZnS:Cu,Cl surrounding lattice47. 
 
 
 
In this system the electrons reside in the shallow traps of Cl1-, while holes are 
concentrated on the Cu2+ ions which act as the recombination centres. Reverse bias of the 
field recombines the electrons and holes and hence light emission occurs. The Fowler-
Nordheim equation (1.15) is an expression of the current flow (I) through the CuS-ZnS 
contact48. In this equation E is the field strength and W is the work function related to the 
energy difference between electron affinity of zinc sulfide and copper sulfide, B & A are 
constants.  
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Transmission electron microscope analysis of ZnS:Cu phosphor particles has shown dark 
patches with diameters of ~30 nm on twin boundaries of the ZnS:Cu crystals49. X-ray 
analysis of these dark patches indicated the presence of monovalent copper ions, most 
likely Cu2S. It was postulated that the Cu2S structures are the copper needles, mentioned 
earlier, along the micro twin boundaries. It is hypothesized that the reasons for of the AC 
powder EL luminescence decay over time in relation to their light output efficiency 
decreases over time52 at different rates depending on the frequency of the power source is 
due to degradation of these copper needles along with the degradation of the structure of 
the phosphor material as a result of ambient conditions and the conditions under which 
the phosphor is used. The EL activation by copper needle theory is extensively studied 
using x-ray absorption spectroscopy by various researchers50 however as yet the theory 
can still be debated51.  
The luminescence decay has also been shown to be directly related to the driving 
frequency at which the EL device is operated52. Equation 1.16 illustrates this relationship, 
ZKHUHĮLVa constant proportional to the driving frequency, L is luminance output, L0 is 
light output at time 0 in µlumens¶ and t is time in hours. 
 
1).1(/
0
 tLL D            (1.16) 
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1.5.2 Ferroelectric materials used in electroluminescent panels 
 
An electroluminescent panel is comprised of the phosphor layer sandwiched between two 
flat electrodes one of which is transparent (e.g. ITO coated plastic or glass). One of the 
major components used in the construction of these electroluminescent panels is the 
ferroelectric material used between the non-transparent electrode and the phosphor layer. 
The presence of this material is critical if the EL device is to be kept safe from electric 
field breakdown. The permanent electric dipole moment of certain polar materials can be 
reoriented by the application of an electric field. Such crystals are called ferroelectric. All 
ferroelectric crystals are necessarily both pyroelectric vi and piezoelectricvii. The 
temperature at which these materials lose their polar properties is called the Curie 
temperature (Tc). Exposure to an electric field under appropriate conditions can result in 
complete or partial realignment of the spontaneous polarization53. A net dipole moment is 
not normally detectable in such materials because the surface charges are rapidly 
neutralized by ambient charged particles, hence the importance of the presence of these 
materials adjacent to the phosphor materials in electroluminescent devices can be 
appreciated.  
A crystal is ferroelectric if it has a spontaneous polarization, P s, which can be reversed in 
sense or reoriented by the application of an electric field larger than the coercive viii field. 
                                                 
vi
 Pyroelectricity (from the Greek pyr, fire, and electricity) is the ability of certain materials to generate a 
temporary voltage when they are heated or cooled. The change in tempera ture slightly modifies the 
positions of the atoms within the crystal structure, such that the polariza tion of the material changes. This 
polarization change gives rise to a voltage across the crystal. 
 
vii
 Piezoelectricity is the ability of some materials to generate an electric field or electric potential in 
response  to an applied mechanical strain. 
 
viii
 The  coercive field of a  material is the intensity of the applied magnetic field required to reduce the 
magnetization of that material to zero after the magnetization of the sample has been driven to saturation. 
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Reversal is also known as switching. Crystalline properties (such as the defect 
distribution and conductivity, together with temperature, pressure, and electrode 
conditions) may effect the ferroelectric reversal. Most ferroelectrics have a characteristic 
value of
 
Ps and Tc.. Ferroelectric materials may be divided into three classes on the basis 
of the nature of the displacement vectors, 'I, that produce a reversal or reorientation of 
Ps. The one-dimensional class involves atomic displacements, all of which are parallel to 
the polar axis, as in the case of tetragonal BaTiO3; in this class, Ps > 25 u 10-2 C m-2. The 
two-dimensional class involves atomic displacements in a plane containing the polar axis: 
a typical example is BaCoF4; this class has values of Ps between 10 u 10-2 and                 
3 u 10-2 C m-2. The three-dimensional class involves atomic displacements of similar 
magnitude in all three dimensions54; a typical example is Tb2(MoO4)3 where                 
Ps< 5 u 10-2 C  m-2.  
1.6 ACEL and its current status 
 
The original apex of research, development and applications of ACEL was between 1950 
and 1963, but were then soon left behind by the emerging thin film techniques or DC 
variants. However a second thrust occurred after the development of more efficient 
phosphors around 1990, and thus powder-based thick-film ACEL is still  present in the 
market, since it is the only mature technology for flat and flexible large area light sources 
(figure 1.14). Durability and light output of AC-electroluminescent foil lamps have made 
tremendous advances, mostly due to improvements in the luminescent materials used20. 
These products are still based - more or less exclusively - on zinc sulfide, although a lot 
of effort has been invested into broadening the pool of potential materials. Full theoretical 
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understanding of the underlying physics is still absent; development of phosphors, 
therefore, is still based on trial and error approaches20. Nevertheless, thick-film (powder) 
ACEL in foil lamps is now applied for back-lighting of LCD displays or mobile phone 
keyboards, in automotive dashboards, for indoor illumination at modest light levels (e.g., 
luminescent tiles), safety installations, advertising purposes or decoration, albeit mostly 
under conditions with low ambient light influx50,51 , figure 1.14. 
 
 
Figure 1.14:  ACEL panels are the only flexible light emitting panels available, specially where 
low ambient lighting is present they are a fantastic solution to decorative & information display 
ideas, Jaguar use Electroluminescent products to light the interior of their C-X75 Concept 
Carix. 
 
                                                 
ix
 Jaguar Cars Ltd, Project: C-X75: 2012. 
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1.7 DC powder EL 
 
The structure of a DC powder EL is indeed very similar to that of the ACEL device with 
a thinner layer of phosphor; however, the polarity of the electrodes is important so that 
the ITO coated glass has to be the anode and the vapour coated aluminium back electrode 
is the cathode. The phosphor preparation of the DC powder EL is different from that of 
AC powder EL. Unlike ACEL powder phosphors, where zinc sulfide doped with copper 
is fired, the DCEL phosphors are prepared by immersion of doped ZnS:Mn phosphors in 
hot 4CuSO VROXWLRQ IROORZHG E\ ³IRUPLQJ´ RI WKH GHYLFH ³)RUPLQJ´ LV D SURFHVV E\
which the device is conditioned so that during the application of a voltage, electrons are 
accelerated and bombard the Mn2+ centres emitting yellow-orange colour. Figure (1.15) 
LOOXVWUDWHVWKH³IRUPLQJ´SURFHGXUH 
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Figure 1.15:  Structure of a DCEL device55. 
 
 
The conventional DCEL panels made using ZnS:Mn phosphors emit light in the yellow 
region of the spectrum. However, use of other doping materials (such as the alkaline earth 
sulfides and rare-earth elements) can produce various colours from blue to red 55 . 
 
1.8 Overview of other display technologies 
 
A variety of display technologies exist that are used in modern day life. The television 
system, personal computers, laptops, advertising boards, hospital displays and many other 
commercial pieces of equipment all take advantage of display technology.      
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1.8.1 Cathode ray tubes (CRTs) 
 
The cathode ray tube was invented by Karl Ferdinand Braun in 1897. Its primary use 
involved the display of electrical signals. However, it was later revolutionised by the 
work of Zworykin56 and Farnsworth57 to become what is now known as the CRT 
television. Beams of electrons bombarded a glass screen displaying emission of light in 
blue, green and red. Many of the CRT televisions, computers, video game machines, 
monitors and radar displays were based on cathode-ray tube technology. The drawback 
with this technology is the size and weight associated with the structure of the cathode 
ray tube and its high energy demand and hence it is gradually eliminated from the market.  
 
1.8.2Liquid crystal displays (LCD) 
 
A group of molecules can exist in a state of matter where they can be regarded both as 
solid and liquid; they are not as ordered as solids yet posses some degree of alignment. 
Because of this property, these materials are referred to as liquid crystals; matter which is 
anisotropic in some of its properties while demonstrating fluid like properties. They were 
discovered by Reinitzer & Lehmann58 and investigation of their commercial applications, 
PDLQO\DWWKH6KDUS&RUSRUDWLRQGDWHVEDFNWRWKHODWH¶V59. A great deal of research 
has been carried out on these materials ever since, gradually making them a rival to the 
cathode ray tube technology. The fundamental basis of this technology is the controlled 
transmission of certain wavelengths of light while filtering out the other wavelengths. 
Controlling this function of the crystals is carried out by electronic hardware which 
operates the system. Extensive research has been involved in optimising this technology, 
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e.g. mobile phone screens, laptops and many present television units are based on LCD 
technology. 
1.8.3 Field emission displays (FEDs) 
 
Field emission displays can offer superior quality images if used as a screen display 
technology. Their structure is simply based on an anode which is incorporated within a 
phosphor layer and fixed cathode tips stabilising the structure sandwiching the phosphor 
between the anode and cathode. Tunnelling of electrons between the cathode and anode 
excites the phosphor, and light is emitted5. This means that they will emit colour with the 
quality matching the CRT while their weight and size is competitive with LCDs60 . 
Unfortunately due to the vast quantities of money invested in LCD and plasma displays it 
is unlikely that this technology will be adopted in the foreseeable future. 
 
1.9 Project objectives 
 
The overall aims of this research involve: 
(i) Studies of the diffusion of copper atoms into the zinc sulfide crystal lattice 
during the firing procedure and crystal particle formation,  
(ii) A more in depth understanding of phosphor degradation under high AC drive 
frequency,  
(iii) Investigation of the factors involved in the synthesis of phosphors which may 
lead to an improvement in luminescence efficiency, and  
(iv) Mapping the distribution of doping copper over the phosphor particles. 
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Chapter 2 : Experimental techniques 
 
 
 
A description of the instruments used in this study is presented in this chapter. These 
techniques are: preparation of ACEL panels, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), x-ray 
powder diffraction (XRPD), synchrotron x-ray diffraction at the Diamond synchrotron,  
extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) at the %HUOLQ¶V Bessy synchrotron,  
energy dispersive analysis with x-rays (EDAX), inductively coupled plasma mass 
spectrometer (ICP-MS), laser scattering particle size analyser, Jeti specboss radio-
spectrometer and AC drive source. Each of these techniques were used to gather 
extensive information on the zinc sulfide phosphor particles, such as surface imaging, 
crystal structure, crystal size, emission properties and  constitutional analysis.   
2.1 ACEL Panel preparation using powder zinc sulfide 
The ACEL panel is a simple set up of phosphor and dielectric material sandwiched 
between two electrodes one of them being transparent to allow the emission of light. The 
electric field across the electrodes is the driving force behind the process of 
electroluminescence and hence understanding the interaction of the field with the 
phosphor and dielectric particles would provide valuable knowledge which may lead to 
the fundamental understanding of the process at the atomic level. As previously 
explained the ACEL panel is very simple in structure, a layer of phosphor material mixed 
with a medium sandwiched between two conducting sheets one of which is transparent to 
allow the emitted light to escape and the other coated with a dielectric material to allow 
attainment of higher electric fields across the two plates. In industry, the phosphor and 
dielectric material are screen printed, which consequently allows production of standard 
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panels on a large scale; this also requires using very high quantities of materials. 
However, during this research, since the samples were prepared on a small scale, smaller 
quantities of samples were available and also to conserve time a simpler approach was 
used for the preparation of the panels. Two ITO coated glass pieces were used, one of 
which was coated with commercial dielectric material derived from barium titanate. The 
phosphor materials were then mixed with linseed oil in a ratio of 4(phosphor):1(oil) of 
total weight. All samples prepared for analysis were made using the 4:1 ratio, unless 
stated otherwise. The small amount of the phosphor/oil mixture (~ 15µL) was then 
sandwiched between the two ITO coated glass units. Figure 2.1 shows the structure of the 
panel.  
 
 
Figure 2.1: Demonstration of the ACEL panel structure. 
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2.2 Analysis Study of phosphor to medium ratio in ACEL panel preparation 
 
 
A series of tests were carried out using uncoated ACEL phosphors manufactured by 
Sylvania. These materials were used for a variety of panel studies. 
 
As all of the samples prepared for the panel making during this research were made using 
a mixture of phosphor and linseed oil (binder), these tests were carried out to find the 
optimum concentration of the phosphor required in the binder to investigate the 
relationship between this concentration and optimum emission intensity. A series of 
samples were prepared using various phosphors to medium binder ratio and used in a 
panel with a 12 µm spacer between the two plates. The 12 µm spacer was used to allow 
the use of higher amounts of phosphor compared to the usual structure which did not 
include a spacer to fulfil the aims of this experiment. To ensure that the ratio of the 
phosphor and medium were accurate the whole mixing procedure was carried out on the 
panel itself. The samples were then tested using 207 volts and 400 Hz frequency 
alternating current sinusoidal power source. 
The procedures for the preparation of these samples and the ACEL emission efficiency of 
these samples are presented in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.2. Since the 81% phosphor to 
medium binder ratio gives the optimum results, this ratio was used for preparation of all 
the samples during this work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
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Test sample Medium  (g) Phosphor (g) %[Phosphor] 
Emission 
luminance 
(cd/m2)              
(linseed oil) Sylvania Uncoated 
1 0.0070 0.0017 19.54 7.08E+00 
2 0.0090 0.0025 21.73 1.03E+01 
3 0.0068 0.0034 33.33 2.57E+01 
4 0.0085 0.0044 34.10 2.90E+01 
5 0.0068 0.0068 50.00 4.27E+01 
6 0.0065 0.0110 62.85 6.60E+01 
7 0.0081 0.0270 76.92 9.83E+01 
8 0.0074 0.0327 81.54 1.10E+02 
9 0.0088 0.0433 83.10 1.07E+02 
10 0.0088 0.0490 86.26 1.02E+02 
Table 2.19DULRXVSKRVSKRUWRRLOUDWLR¶VIRUSUHSDUDWLRQRIWKH$&(/SDQHODQGthe panel 
luminance of the combination (based on average of five samples). 
 
 
Figure 2.2:  Effect of phosphor to medium binder ratio on the emission of the ACEL panel. 
The ratio of 80% phosphor powder to medium is the optimum ration after which the luminance 
of the material will tend to decrease. 
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2.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
 
The scanning electron microscope is designed for surface analysis and imaging of 
materials. This instrument utilises a beam of electrons as an electron probe that is 
scanned in a regular manner over the surface of the sample to be analysed. The electron 
beam, upon collision with the sample, stimulates the generation of secondary electrons 
from the surface of the specimen which, via a network of electronic hardware, is 
amplified and converted to a three dimensional image. This image resembles the pattern 
of the scattered secondary electrons and hence resembles the surface from which they 
have arisen. In this study SEM was utilised to obtain surface images of all the materials 
which were synthesised or tested in this study61.  
 
 
2.4 X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) 
 
X-ray powder diffraction is an instrumental technique which is used to identify minerals 
as well as other crystalline materials. XRD has provided scientists with a fast and reliable 
tool for mineral identification. It is particularly useful for identifying powder specimens. 
XRD can be used for evaluating anisotropic crystal features and to determine the 
proportion of different crystal structures present. Possible deviation of materials from 
their usual crystallographic composition, degree of crystallinity and degree of hydration 
of minerals that may contain water in their structure can all be identified by XRD61. 
However, it is difficult to obtain topological data by XRD and other instruments such as 
SEM are used for this purpose.  
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In an XRD instrument, the diffracted x-rays from the sample are detected by a detector 
and the signal is then electronically converted to count rates. When the angle between the 
x-ray source, sample and the detector is changed in a controlled range an x-ray pattern is 
produced.  
%UDJJ¶VODZLVXVHGWRPHDVXUHWKHGLVWDQFHEHWZHHQWKe planes of atoms in the sample. 
%UDJJ¶VODZFDQEHH[SUHVVHGDV 
 
TO sin2dn     (2.1) 
 
where n is an integer, Ȝ is the wavelength of incident x-rays, d is the distance between 
adjacent planes of atoms (d-VSDFLQJDQGșLV WKHDQJOHRI LQFLGHQFHRI the x-ray beam. 
6LQFH WKH ZDYHOHQJWK DQG WKH LQFLGHQW DQJOH DUH NQRZQ %UDJJ¶V ODZ FDQ EH XVHG WR
calculate the d-spacing62. Characteristics of the generated d-spacing in an X-ray scan 
provides a unique fingerprint of the material present in the sample which, when compared 
to standard scans, can help in identifying the constituent/s of the sample. Table 2.2 
illustrates various applications of this technique.  
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Diffraction Line    
parameter 
Applications 
Peak position Unit cell parameter refinement 
Space group determination  
Phase identification 
Intensity Phase abundance  
Reaction kinetics 
Phase identification 
Preferred orientation 
Width and shape Instrumental resolution function 
Microstructure, crystal size, size distribution, lattice distortion, 
structure mistakes and dislocations 
Table 2.2:  Applications of X-ray powder diffraction.  (Source: Max Planck institute for Metals 
research, Stuttgart, Germany). 
 
 
2.5 Synchrotron X-ray analysis & extended X-ray absorption fine structure 
(EXAFS) 
Extended X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) is the measurement of the x-ray 
absorption coefficient, ȝ, (equations 2.2 and 2.3) in a material as a function of energy.    
The sample is exposed to X-rays of a narrow energy resolution; the incident and 
transmitted x-ray intensity is recorded as the incident x-ray energy is incremented62. The 
number of x-rays that are transmitted through a sample (It) is equal to the number of        
x-rays interacting with the sample (I0) multiplied by a decreasing exponential that 
depends on the type of atoms in the sample, absoption soefficient ȝ, and the thickness of 
the sample, x: 
It = I0e ± ȝx      (2.2) 
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The absorption coefficient is obtained from the natural log of the ratio of the incident x-
ray intensity to the transmitted x-ray intensity: 
µ= -ln (It/I0)/ x   (2.3) 
 
The number of x-rays absorbed by the sample increases dramatically when the incident   
x-ray energy matches the binding energy of an electron of an atom within the sample; this 
leads to a drop in the transmitted x-ray intensity. This results in a unique absorption edge 
corresponding to different binding energies of its electrons. Each element in the Periodic 
table has a set of absorption edges. The synchrotron provides highly penetrating x-rays.   
EXAFS spectra are displayed as graphs of the absorption coefficient of a given material 
versus energy, typically in the 500 ± 1000 eV range beginning before an absorption edge 
of an element in the sample. The x-ray absorption coefficient is usually normalized to 
unit step height. This is undertaken by regressing a line to the region before and after the 
absorption edge, subtracting the pre-edge line from the entire data set and dividing by the 
absorption step height, which is determined by the difference between the pre-edge and 
post-edge lines at the value of E0 (corresponding to the absorption edge). X-ray 
absorption spectra are produced over the range of 200 ± 35,000 eV. The dominant 
physical process is one where the absorbed photon ejects a core photoelectron from the 
absorbing atom, leaving behind a core hole. The atom with the core hole is now excited. 
The energy of the ejected photoelectron will be equal to that of the absorbed photon 
minus the binding energy of the initial core state. The ejected photoelectron interacts with 
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electrons in the surrounding non-excited atoms in form of wave reflection. If the ejected 
photoelectron is assumed to have a wave-like nature and the surrounding atoms are 
described as point scatterers, it is possible to imagine the backscattered electron waves 
interfering with the forward-propagating waves62. The resulting interference pattern 
shows up as a modulation of the measured absorption coefficient, thereby causing an 
oscillation in the EXAFS spectra. The wavelength of the photoelectron is dependent on 
the energy and phase of the backscattered wave which exists at the central atom. The 
wavelength changes as a function of the energy of the incoming photon. The phase and 
amplitude of the backscattered wave are dependent on the type of atom causing the 
backscattering and the distance of the backscattering atom from the central atom. The 
dependence of the scattering on atomic species makes it possible to obtain information 
pertaining to the chemical coordination environment of the original absorbing (centrally 
excited) atom by analyzing the EXAFS data63. 
For this research the Bessy II KMC2 facility at the Berlin synchrotron was used to 
analyse the samples. The specifics of the apparatus are as follows. The optical layout of 
the KMC-2 unit at Bessy II (Figure 2.3) has a vertical and a horizontal entrance slit from      
0-10 mm cooled by water. It takes advantage of a double 2SiGe 111 graded crystal 
monochromator with angular range of 2.16° to 70°. The energy range is 4 -15 keV. The 
post monochromator of the apparatus is a Rh-coated cylinder mirror with bending 
mechanics. It provides fixed horizontal focus at 35 m from the source with variable 
vertical focus 31-36 m from the source. The vertical beam deviation is 0.5° above the 
horizontal plane. The beam line provides an experimental set-up for EXAFS and XANES 
measurements in either air or helium atmospheres in the energy range of 4 keV ±15 keV. 
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Beam intensity is stabilized by MOSTAB electronics with an accuracy of 0.3 %61. The 
detector system consists of three ionisation chambers, a Si-PIN photodiode for 
fluorescence measurements, a scintillation counter and an energy-dispersive detector 
(Röntec X-Flash). An add-on microprobe capillary system with a spatial resolution of    
! ȝP LV DYDLODEOe for micro-EXAFS, micro-fluorescence and micro-diffraction 
experiments. For X-Ray diffractometry and reflectometry the experimental hutch is 
equipped with a 6-axis HUBER goniometer and a 2-dimentional cross-wire detector with 
DVSDWLDOUHVROXWLRQRIȝP$KLJK-resolution X-ray CCD camera with a pixel size of 
ȝPFDQEHXVHGIor experiments alignment64. 
 
Figure 2.3 Optical layout of the KMC-2 unit at Bessy II63. 
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2.6 Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) 
 
Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry is an analytical technique which is usually 
used for the quantitative detection of trace metals in environmental samples; it is 
especially used for analysis of water for the presence of heavy metals. The core hardware 
of the ICP-MS, the torch, is a unit which generates gaseous argon in a highly ionised state 
called plasmax. The temperature of this plasma can reach up to 8000°C. The basic 
structure of the torch is composed of an outer, middle and inner silicon tubes. The torch is 
situated within a water cooled radio frequency (r.f.) generator coil. The r.f. field is 
activated upon the flow of gaseous argon through the torch, producing an oscillating 
current in the induction coil that wraps around the tube. The induction coil produces an 
oscillating magnetic field that creates an oscillating current in the atoms of argon, 
ionising them and creating the plasma (Figure 2.4).  
 
Figure 2.4:  Plasma forming unit of the ICP-MS instrument. 
                                                 
x
 Agilent Technologies. USA. Producer of atomic spectroscopy Instruments (http://www.chem.agilent.com) 
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A mass spectrometer is hyphenated with the ICP to form the ICP-MS apparatus and 
analyse the sample and generates the data relating to the atomic composition, hence 
identifying the metal atoms present with sensitivity in the ppm range65.  
 
2.7 Laser light scattering particle size analyser (HORIBA LS920) 
 
Light scattering is the alternation of the direction and intensity of a light beam that strikes 
an object. Scattering can be considered as the total outcome of reflection, diffraction and 
refraction up on interaction of light and matter. Various models were proposed to explain 
the effect of particle size and shape on the scattering characteristics. A theory66 was 
proposed by Gustav Mie in 1906 to formulate a relationship between particle geometry 
and scattering in any medium. The theory accurately predicts the angle and intensity of 
light scattered when it interacts with particle. However, there are certain constraints to 
this theory; some of the main constraints are that only monochromatic light is considered, 
the particle is isotropic and spherical, scattering and absorption are both considered and 
no quantum effects are considered. 
This theory has proved to be of use in calculating the refractive index or size of spherical 
particles because the pattern of scattered light from the particles is very sensitive to small 
changes in size or refractive index. Once the scattering pattern is measured, comparing it 
to the predicted values by Mie theory66 allows particle size to be calculated if the 
refractive index is known. Mie theory underpins particle size analysis by laser light 
scattering.  
There are a variety of light scattering instruments commercially available, which operate 
in three different modes: solid particles suspended in a liquid medium, widely separated 
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solid particles floating in a gaseous stream and solid or liquid particles suspended in a 
gaseous medium.  In this study a HORIBA instrument was used where solid particles 
were analysed while dispensed in water.  
 
2.8 Jeti Spectro-radiometer 
 
This apparatus is used for study of light emission. It is composed of a main sensor which 
is placed above the panel while having the ability to locate the exact emission spot to the 
laser targeting component. The device is connected to a computer via a USB link and all 
measurements are calculated by the Jeti software making the whole analysis 
computerised and easy to use (Figure 2.5). The emission intensity (Cdm-2), spectrum and 
dominant wavelength are calculated and presented.  
 
 
Figure 2.5:   Analysis of the emission intensity, spectrum and dominant wavelength are 
calculated and presented by Jeti Spectrometer. 
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2.9 Photoluminescence (PL) emission spectroscopy  
 
The sample being analysed is stimulated at a specific wavelength. A range of emission 
wavelengths can then be scanned, e.g. 300 to 700 nm. The instrument is equipped with 
software that can use the data output of the instrument, and produce the results in a 
graphical format (Figure 2.6).  
 
Figure 2.6 A simple representation of PL analysis. The sample is stimulated by a static 
wavelength and meanwhile screened for emissions. In this example, the imaginary sample is 
stimulated at a wavelength of 360 nm and the emission at 600 nm is detected. (Note that this 
diagram does not represent the actual mode of action by a specific PL spectrometer). 
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2.10 Elemental analysis via X-ray spectrometry  
 
When a high energy beam of electrons interact with a specimen, the incident beam can 
excite electrons in discrete energy levels (electron shells) around the nucleus. These 
electrons will hence be ejected from their location and positively charged holes are 
created. Consequently the holes will be filled with an electron from higher energy shells 
and the difference in energy between the higher and lower shells can be emitted in form 
of an X-ray. The energy of the emitted X-ray can be measured by an energy dispersive 
spectrometer and interpreted as unique signals67.   Various signals produced are directly 
related to the chemical composition of the material. This approach allows the precise 
elemental composition of materials to be determined to a limit of ~0.1 ± 1%. The TEM & 
SEM used for this experiment were equipped with an energy dispersive x-ray 
spectrometer (EDAX); elemental analyses can be obtained from small areas of the 
sample. This allows the precise determination of the composition of the sample. For 
example on one occasion during sample analysis, an image was observed which met with 
our expectations from the sample. However, after EDAX analysis it was shown that what 
we were observing was not part of the sample but was contamination caused by dirt. 
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Chapter 3 : Improving phosphor synthesis techniques 
 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
Throughout this research, one of the main challenges was to produce phosphor materials 
with improved luminance output. A series of tests were designed to evaluate different 
factors during the synthesis which may play a key role in increasing the efficiency of the 
material in terms of light output. Meanwhile two techniques of zinc sulfide synthesis 
were evaluated for producing high quality zinc sulfide that can be used for EL phosphors. 
Thiourea dioxide (TDO) and Thioacetamide decomposition were tested. Using the zinc 
sulfide material produced via these techniques, some phosphor materials were produced. 
At the same time commercial luminescent grade ZnS from Sylvania was used to carry out 
phosphor synthesis and analysis of the materials. The work reported in this chapter 
examines the experiments that were carried out in achieving the synthesis of bright 
phosphor materials.  
 
3.2 Zinc sulfide produced via thermal decomposition of thiourea dioxide 
(TDO) 
 
The procedure for the synthesis of zinc sulfide involving thermal decomposition of 
thiourea dioxide in the presence of zinc ions in a solution was originally developed by 
Davies et al using zinc acetate68.  The ratio of zinc acetate to TDO needs to be 1:8 (w/w), 
respectively. To produce the particles, 50 g of zinc acetate was dissolved in 4 litres of 
deionised water and heated, using a stirrer, to 95°C.  A total of 400 g of TDO was added 
to the solution, whilst being heated, stirred and allowed to react for one hour. The 
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precipitated ZnS was then filtered and washed with water and isopropanol (to obtain a 
shorter drying period). 
The proposed reaction mechanism is presented in Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1: Reactions occurring during the thermal decomposition of thiourea dioxide. 
 
 
The released sulfur ions are thought to react with the free zinc ions in the solution, thus 
forming the zinc sulfide particles. The zinc sulfide needs a copper impurity to become 
luminescent and hence copper acetate, in the required molar ratio, has to be added to the 
reaction mixture to produce the desired particles. 
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3.2.1 Synthesis of CuS together with zinc sulfide 
 
A series of samples were prepared to incorporate the doping copper with the ZnS being 
synthesized as follows; a solution was prepared by dissolving 1g of copper acetate in 100 
ml of deionised water. Two sets of a second solution were made by dissolving 50 g of 
zinc acetate (99.9% Aldrich) in 4 litres of deionised water and heated to 95 °C. Each of 
these two zinc acetate solutions was used to produce a phosphor with a different content 
of copper.  
To the first solution 182 µL of the prepared copper acetate solution was added followed 
by the addition of 400 g of TDO. The sample prepared by this route was termed Cup 004 
and contained 0.004 moles of copper per 100 moles of zinc. A second sample was 
prepared by adding 18.2 µL of copper nitrate solution following the same procedure 
which resulted in a sample containing 0.0004% copper content. This sample is referred to 
as Cup 0004. 
Once dried the samples were heated at 800°C for a period of 1 hour using 10% (w/w) 
sodium chloride as flux. The samples were then washed using concentrated ammonia 
solution for a period of 48 hours. They were then used to prepare an AC panel and their 
electroluminescent behaviour was evaluated. The particles were analysed using scanning 
electron microscopy and x-ray powder diffraction. As shown in Figure 3.2, considering 
the emission intensity, both materials produced were very poor in terms of ACEL 
properties when compared to the commercial Sylvania phosphor.  
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Figure 3.2: Electroluminescent properties of Cup004 and Cup0004 samples compared to 
commercial Sylvania ACEL phosphor at 100 Hz frequency using 181 and 113 V driving 
voltage. 
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Figure 3.3:  SEM analysis of Cup004 sample; fine powders agglomerated. 
 
 
Figure 3.4: X-ray powder diffraction of sample Cup004 compared to commercial sample. Both 
samples demonstrate cubic crystal structure. 
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3.3 Preparation of zinc sulfide using thioacetamide 
 
A zinc acetate solution was prepared as follows. 300 ml of deionised water in a 1 litre 
beaker was heated to 75°C on a magnetic stirrer/hotplate and 240 g of zinc acetate was 
added with stirring. Using the same copper acetate solution prepared earlier, a volume 
corresponding to 0.004% molar ratio of copper was added to this solution. The beaker 
was covered and re-heated to 75°C. When the zinc acetate had completely dissolved, the 
solution was filtered, using Whatman 542 filter paper. The solution was returned to a 
clean 1 litre beaker. The stirrer bar was removed and the beaker transferred to a water  
bath at 80°C with an overhead stirrer. 
 
Thioacetamide solution was prepared as follows. 200 ml of deionised water in a 400 ml 
beaker was heated to 75°C on a magnetic stirrer/hotplate and 85 g of thioacetamide was 
added with stirring. The beaker was covered and re-heated to 75°C. When the 
thioacetamide had completely dissolved, the solution was filtered, using Whatman 542 
filter paper. The solution was returned to the cleaned beaker. The stirrer bar was removed  
and the beaker transferred to the 80°C water bath. 
The pH of the zinc acetate solution was adjusted as follows. A pH meter was calibrated 
using appropriate buffer solutions, then 30 ml of glacial acetic acid was added to the zinc 
acetate solution followed by 160 ml of ammonia solution (SG 0.88), added drop wise 
immediately, while the pH was monitored until a pH of 7.4 was obtained. The total 
amount of ammonia added was 185 ml. 
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 The temperature of each solution was maintained at 80°C ± 2°C before and after adding 
the thioacetamide solution to the buffered zinc acetate solution followed by 20 minutes 
stirring. The zinc sulfide precipitated was subsequently washed and filtered with water 
and isopropanol. The material was then washed with ammonia for a period of 48 hours to 
remove the excess copper. After drying, the material was analysed, as described in 
section 3.1. The x-ray analysis (Figure 3.5) confirmed the material to be zinc sulfide; 
however the material did not demonstrate any ACEL property when tested on a panel. 
Multiple attempts were made to prepare ACEL panel from these sets of material however 
no luminance was observed.  
 
 
Figure 3.5: X-ray powder diffraction of copper doped zinc sulfide prepared by thioacetamide 
route with cubic crystal structure. 
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3.4 Using amorphous commercial luminescent grade zinc sulfide from 
Sylvania to prepare ACEL phosphors 
 
Both the aforementioned techniques failed to produce ACEL zinc sulfide phosphor that 
can be regarded suitable in terms of performance for further analysis in this research, 
simply because their emission quality relative to the sensitivity of the jeti spectrometer 
were excessively weak making measurements and analysis unreliable. Hence, 
commercial grade undoped amorphous zinc sulfide was used for investigating multiple 
factors during the synthesis of ACEL phosphors. Various experiments were carried out 
ranging from analysing the effect of the salts used as a flux during the firing period, firing 
at controlled atmosphere and manipulating the preparation steps in making the phosphor.   
 
3.4.1 Effect of various salts, NaCl, NaBr and NaI, as flux during the firing 
procedure 
 
Understanding the role that the flux plays during the firing is desirable and hence a set of 
experiments were designed for this purpose. Initial experiments were designed by using 
various halide salts. It seemed important to investigate the anionic nature of the flux and 
the amount of flux used during the firing procedure in the hope of gaining information on 
the effects of the anions present during the firing. Using copper nitrate solution, an 
equivalent of 1.5% of copper to zinc (molar ratio) was added in aqueous form to the 
commercial amorphous zinc sulfide (Sylvania) followed by drying, hence yielding 
amorphous zinc sulfide and copper mixture (ZnS:Cu). Three samples were prepared for 
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firing as follows. 10 g of the ZnS:Cu was added to 1 g sodium saltxi ( chloride, bromide 
and iodide (99.8% Aldrich), the two were well mixed and placed in alumina crucibles. A 
minute amount of sulfur powder (99.99% Aldrich) was added to the top of the mixture in 
the crucible. The crucible was covered with the appropriate lid and placed in a furnace at 
1000 °C and fired for a period of one hour.  
After the firing procedure, the samples, which were hard solids, were ground and placed 
in 200 ml beakers. A 150 ml solution containing 50% water and 50% glacial acetic acid 
was added to the samples and brought to boiling while the sample was stirred with 
magnetic stirrer for a period of 10 minutes to wash off any zinc oxide covering the 
surface of the particles formed during firing procedure. 
The samples were washed with excess water, placed in 200 ml beakers and washed with 
150 ml of concentrated ammonia solution until the solution was blue and the powder 
samples developed a bright creamy colour, the sample that was fired using sodium 
chloride  took  36 hours to be washed however the bromide and iodide fired samples were 
very difficult to wash as it took over 4 days for them to appear creamy in terms of colour 
appearance; an indication that the excessive copper was washed from them. The iodide 
salt produced a phosphor with peak emission at lower wavelength compared to the other 
two salts; chloride and bromide. However the ACEL emission (181 Volts and 400 Hz) of 
the samples were weak compared to the commercial Sylvania ACEL phosphor as 
demonstrated by the data in Figure 3.6.  
 
                                                 
xi
 Phosphor precursor to flux ratio is 10:1, the 10 g quantity was chosen to suit the size of the crucibles. 
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Figure 3.6: ACEL emission of the ZnS:Cu  phosphors fired using NaCl, NaI & NaBr as flux 
compared to the commercial zinc sulfide phosphor from Sylvania (intensity unit: Cd/m2 × 10-4). 
 
3.4.2 Firing under various amounts of NaCl as flux 
 
These set of experiments were carried out in order to gain a better understanding of the 
role that the amount of flux plays during the firing of samples. As before, the amorphous 
zinc sulfide used during these experiments was a commercial luminescent grade ZnS 
from Osram-Sylvania and was doped with copper as previously described (section 3.4.1). 
The samples were prepared using 5 g of copper doped zinc sulfide and subsequently 
using 1 g, 5 g, 10 g and 15 g NaCl. The only sample that demonstrated a weak ACEL 
effect was the one using 1 g of NaCl (~ 20% by weight) and the other samples did not 
show any ACEL property indicating that the excessive amount of flux completely 
removes the doping copper during the firing. 
 
3.5 Atmospheric conditions during firing 
 
After the analysis was carried out on the above samples, a new set of experiments were 
designed to obtain an understanding of the effects of atmospheric conditions on the 
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synthesis of the ZnS:Cu phosphors. As mentioned earlier, all samples in the crucibles had 
sulfur (~ 0.1 g) added to them (just on the surface) prior to firing and the crucible was 
covered. This was undertaken to compensate for the possible loss of sulfur from the 
material during the firing procedure due to the high firing temperatures. So it became a 
matter of concern whether adding different quantities of sulfur to the material prior to 
firing would have an important effect on the quality of the prepared phosphor. Also, the 
effect of atmospheric oxygen during the firing procedure was an issue to investigate since 
at the experimental temperatures mentioned, oxygen would react with the zinc forming 
zinc oxide and hence reduce the total ZnS yield. 
 
3.5.1 Firing under argon gas 
 
Using a boat crucible and a tube furnace an experiment was designed to enable firing of 
the phosphor under a controlled argon atmosphere, as shown in Figure 3.7.  
Using the previous copper doped zinc sulfide preparation technique (section 3.4.1) three 
sets of samples were produced by firing 5 g of the phosphor + 1 g of NaCl fired at 850°C 
for 1 hour using the set up shown in Figure 3.7. The samples differed in the amount of 
powder sulfur added to the surface; SAr0, SAr0.4 and SAr1 containing 0 g, 0.04 g and    
1 g sulphur, respectively.   
After firing, all three samples were extremely rocky and hard and had to be crushed with 
force and extensive grinding. It is important to note that the extensive grinding may affect 
the total crystal form of the material which is an important factor when considering 
ACEL. The samples took over 4 days to be washed by ammonia and by this time very 
little material was left, hence this method did not seem to be a viable method for 
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producing ACEL zinc sulfide particles. The samples demonstrated a weak ACEL effect. 
Scanning electron microscopy and x-ray powder diffraction of the materials did not 
indicate any difference in terms of particle size distribution, morphology or crystal 
structures as demonstrated by the data in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Firing of zinc sulfide in an argon controlled atmosphere. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.8: SEM analysis of the SAr0 (left) and SAr1(right) samples after firing at 850°C. 
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Figure 3.9: X-ray powder diffraction of SAr0 and SAr1 samples. The cubic crystal structure of 
the powders is unaffected by addition of sulfur.   
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3.5.2 Firing under hydrogen sulfide gas (H2S) 
 
These tests were carried out to observe the possible effects of firing samples under H2S 
gas. Figure 3.10 shows the structural setup used to perform these tests: 
 
 
 
Figure 3.10: Firing of zinc sulfide under hydrogen sulfide & nitrogen controlled atmosphere. 
 
 
 
Two identical samples were prepared as before (5 g of doped zinc sulfide and 1 g NaCl, 
no sulfur added) containing the copper doping. Just like firing under argon gas, the 
sample was placed in the firing boat for one hour before the furnace was switched off to 
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ensure that no oxygen was present during the firing, the setup was flushed with nitrogen 
prior to turning on the furnace. 
One of the samples was fired at 850°C for a period of one hour and the other was fired 
for two hours. This procedure again produced extremely hardened solids which required 
extensive crushing and grinding and extensive ammonia washing. The ACEL properties 
of the material were extremely poor and undetectable by the Jetti spectrometer.  
 
3.6 Enhancing the preparation steps during the firing of the materials 
 
Commercial amorphous zinc sulfide was used to produce two stock sources for 
preparation of the majority of this study. They were named Source Alfa and Source 
Delta. They were prepared by mixing appropriate amounts of aqueous copper nitrate with 
an equivalent amount of zinc sulfide to obtain the desired copper to zinc molar ratio of 
1.2% and 0.6% i.e 1.2 moles and 0.6 moles of copper per 100 moles of zinc. The samples 
were stirred for 15 minutes followed by filtration and drying in a oven at 100ºC. A double 
firing technique was developed which produced phosphors demonstrating higher 
luminance. In this technique the samples were fired twice, initially fired without any flux 
followed by a second firing where sodium chloride was used as flux. For evaluation 
purposes a series of tests were carried out to compare single and double firing techniques. 
These samples were fired in a double covered crucible and sodium chloride was used 
between the two crucibles to allow the hot material to cool steadily (Figure 3.11). 
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Figure 3.11: Firing of the materials in covered crucible, using NaCl bath to ensure the 
material is cooled steadily when removed from the furnace. 
 
3.6.1 Single firing tests 
 
A total of 40 g ZnS:Cu from source Alfa was used to carry out this study. The material 
was divided into four 10 g portions. Using 0.5 g, 2 g, 3 g and 4 g of NaCl mixed 
thoroughly with the material; each portion was fired at 850°C. These samples were 
named: AmL1, AmL2, AmL3 and AmL4, respectively. These samples were subsequently 
used to evaluate the double firing technique. They were analysed by SEM and XRD and 
their ACEL properties were investigated (figure 3.12). In terms of crystal structure and 
morphology all samples were similar in appearance (morphology and size). 
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Figure 3.12: SEM analysis of samples AmL1 (bottom), AmL2 (top left) and AmL4 (top right & 
bottom). 
 
3.6.2 Double firing tests 
 
A total of 42 g ZnS:Cu from source Alfa was fired at 850°C for a period of 2 hours. After 
firing the top layer of the fired sample was removed (the thin top layer is exposed to air 
and hence contained higher zinc oxide content) and the sample was used as a source for 
further preparation of samples in this section. Using four equal 10 g portions of this 
material, four samples were prepared by firing each 10 g portion with 0.5 g, 2 g, 3 g and 
4 g of NaCl mixed thoroughly with the material for a period of one hour at 850°C. These 
samples were then named AmF1, AmF2, AmF3 and AmF4, respectively. 
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Figure 3.13: SEM analysis of samples AmF1 (top left), AmF2 (top right), AmF3 (bottom left) 
& AmF4 (bottom right). 
 
 
Both AmL and AmF series of samples were analysed by ICP-MS to measure the copper 
content in each and they were compared with commercial grade Sylvania ACEL 
phosphor (Figure 3.15). 
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Figure 3.14: X-ray powder diffraction of AmF2 & AmL2 samples. No observable difference in 
crystal structure. 
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Figure 3.15: The ratio of Cu/Zn in terms of moles of copper per 100 moles of zinc based on 
results from ICP-MS analysis for AmF and AmL samples compared to commercial grade 
Sylvania ACEL ZnS:Cu phosphor. 
 
 
 
 
 
3.6.3 Enhancing the double firing technique 
 
These tests were designed to further asses the double firing technique of producing the 
phosphor materials. Considering that the material was fired in two stages it seemed vital 
to investigate the possible effects that the duration of firing period would have on the 
emission quality of the phosphor. By preparing a 0.64% Cu containing zinc sulfide, four 
samples were prepared using various firing time arrangements in the preparation of each 
sample. 
Using copper nitrate (0.567 g), a 20 ml solution of copper nitrate was prepared and 46 g 
of amorphous Sylvania zinc sulfide was added to this solution. After filtration and drying, 
four portions of 10 g were selected for further analysis as follows. 
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T22A:  10 g sample was fired at 850°C for ½ hour followed by addition of 2% NaCl and 
re-fired at 850 for ½ hour. T22B:  10 g sample was fired at 850°C for ½ hour followed by 
addition of 20% NaCl and re-fired at 850 for 2 hour. T22C: 10 g sample was fired at 
850°C for 4 hour followed by addition of 2% NaCl and re-fired at 850 for ½ hour. T22D: 
10 g sample was fired at 850°C for 4 hour followed by addition of 20% NaCl and re-fired 
at 850 for 2 hour. 
 
The samples were washed with ammonia and were analysed for ACEL properties using 
the Jeti spectroradiometer. The results are presented in Figures 3.16-18 as the samples 
ZHUHFRPSDUHGWRD6\OYDQLD¶VFRPmercial ZnS:Cu ACEL phosphor. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.16: ACEL emission intensity of commercial copper doped zinc sulfide produced by 
Sylvania at 181 Volts and 400Hz frequency. 
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Figure 3.17: ACEL emission of T22A (red) and T22B (green) compared to commercial 
Sylvania phosphor at 181 volts and 400Hz frequency. No significant difference between the 
two samples but weak emission compared to the commercial samples. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.18: ACEL emission of T22C (Red) and T22D (green) compared to commercial 
Sylvania phosphor at 181 volts and 400Hz frequency. The synthesis technique ofT22C seems 
inferior to the other T22 samples in terms of intensity output. 
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3.6.4 Copper content & the double firing technique  
 
In all previous sections the general procedure of adding the copper to the zinc sulfide 
involved dissolving the appropriate amount of copper nitrate in 20 ml of deionised water. 
Then the zinc sulfide was added to this solution and stirred for a period of 15 minutes. 
The sample was then filtered and dried to be used as a specimen for firing. 
A series of tests were carried out to study the luminescent properties of the phosphor 
materials made using various amounts of doping copper. Three samples were prepared by 
using three portions of 40 g amorphous Sylvania zinc sulfide dispersed in water followed 
by the addition of 0.3 g (H1), 0.15 g (H2) and 0.075 g (H3) of Cu(NO3)2, respectively to 
each 40 g batch of the zinc sulfide. These samples were then filtered and dried at 100°C 
for 24 hours as a source for further tests. Using 20 g of each of the above sources, three 
samples were prepared by double firing the material at 850°C for two consequent periods 
of 1 hour, using 20% by weight sodium chloride as the flux on the second stage of firing. 
Finally samples were washed with ammonia, as described previously.  
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Figure 3.19: ACEL emission of the H1,2 and 3 samples compared to Sylvania phosphor at       
113 volts and 400Hz. 
 
 
Using the remaining 20 g of the H1, 2 and 3 samples prepared earlier, this test was 
carried out to investigate possible effects of converting the copper residues into copper 
sulfide within the amorphous zinc sulfide / copper precursor. 
These samples were placed in deionised water and a mixture of hydrogen sulfide gas and 
nitrogen was bubbled through the water while it was stirred for a period of 15 minutes. 
The solution was flushed using nitrogen gas for 15 minutes. The samples were then 
filtered, dried and fired, respectively as described in and named H1s, H2s and H3s.  It 
was hypothesised that this procedure would convert the well distributed copper ions 
throughout the zinc sulfide particles into CuS and this study in parallel to the finding 
from H series samples already mentioned, would produce some valuable information into 
the nature of the Cu atoms and its effect on the quality of the phosphor prepared. The 
samples were named H1S, H2S and H3S, respectively. They were then fired in the same 
fashion as H1, 2 and 3 were prepared and their ACEL properties were investigated 
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(Figure 3.20). ICP-MS analysis was carried out to measure the copper content of the 
samples after firing to gain an insight into how much of the initial copper diffuses into the 
lattice (Figure 3.21).  
 
Figure 3.20: ACEL emission of the H1S,H2S and H3S samples compared to Sylvania 
phosphor at 113Volts and 400Hz.The H2S and H3S samples demonstrate week emission 
possibly due to the low level of copper impurity present in ZnS host as illustrated in figure 6.21. 
 
Figure 3.21: The ratio of Cu/Zn in terms of moles of copper per 100 moles of zinc, based on 
results from ICP-MS analysis for H series samples.H1 and H1S samples contain the highest 
amount of copper impurity. 
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3.6.5 Mixing copper doped and un-doped amorphous zinc sulfide prior to 
firing 
 
Double fired samples demonstrated better emission properties compared to single fired 
samples. Hence the double firing technique was used to investigate a series of tests. The 
idea of these tests involved various random alterations to the pre-fired zinc sulfide 
constituents. Two samples named D1 and D2 demonstrated the best results. They were 
prepared in the following fashion. A source of zinc sulfide was prepared by dissolving 
3.451 g of copper nitrate in 200 ml of water. Then 300 g of amorphous Sylvania zinc 
sulfide was added to this solution and the mixture was stirred for 15 minutes.  This 
material was filtered and dried. This was named source DELTA containing 0.6% copper 
and samples D1 and D2 were prepared using this source. 
 
 
D1: 20 g of source DELTA was mixed thoroughly with 5 g of pure Sylvania zinc sulfide. 
This mixture was fired at 850°C for a period of two hours.  
After the first firing, the sample was mixed with 5 g of sodium chloride and re-fired at 
850°C for one hour. The sample was then washed with ammonia for a period of 24 hours. 
 
 
D2: 20 g of fired source DELTA (850°C for 1 hour) was mixed thoroughly with 5 g of 
source DELTA. This mixture was fired at 850°C for a period of two hours.  
After the first firing, the sample was mixed with 5g of sodium chloride and re-fired at 
850°C for one hour. The sample was the washed with ammonia for a period of 24 hours 
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Panels were prepared from these materials and the ACEL property of the panels are 
shown in Figure 3.22 where D1 sample is compared to the Sylvania ACEL ZnS:Cu 
phosphor; in Figure 3.23 D1 and D2 are compared against each other. The D1 and D2 
particles were analysed by x-ray powder diffraction confirming a cubic crystal structure.  
Scanning electron microscopy of the materials demonstrates a non-uniform size 
distribution ranging from 1 to 30 micrometer particles as presented in Figures 3.24 and 
3.25.  
 
 
Figure 3.22:  D1 (red: 113v, green 123v, purple 181v) sample compared to Sylvania (blue 181v) 
using 400 Hz frequency. This sample is a close match (66.66%) to commercial samples. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.23:  D1 sample (red) compared to D2 (pink) using 113v driving voltage and 400Hz 
frequency. 
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Figure 3.24: SEM analysis of D1 samples. Particle¶VVL]HVUDQJHIURP-10 microns. 
 
   
 
 
Figure 3.25:  SEM analysis of D2 samples. 3DUWLFOH¶VVL]HVUDQJHIURP-10 microns. 
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Using a screen printing machine (courtesy of Brunel University) two panels were made 
using Sylvania ACEL ZnS:Cu and D1 sample. The screens were analysed using scanning 
electron microscopy as demonstrated in Figures 3.26 and 3.27. The Sylvania made 
phosphor particles, due to their more uniform size distribution, form a uniform surface 
that takes maximum advantage of the space while the D1 samples are not packed into a 
uniform layer.  
 
 
Figure 3.26: Surface of panel prepared by the D1 phosphor. D1 samples due to their smaller 
size (~5 microns) demonstrate closer packing along with agglomerations when screen printed. 
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Figure 3.27: Surface of panel prepared by the Sylvania phosphor. The larger size of these 
particles (~30 microns) seems to create a more homogenous film when screen printed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.28: X-ray powder diffraction of the D1 sample demonstrating cubic crystal structure. 
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Figure 3.29: Scanning electron microscopy of Sylvania particles. 
 
 
 
 
3.7 Discussion 
 
The effect of firing conditions and procedures on the quality of phosphor materials 
produced is a rather complex issue to discuss. This is mainly because no specific 
mechanism for AC electroluminescent emission has ever been proposed with absolute 
certainty. As discussed earlier there are many hypotheses as to how this phenomenon 
occurs but the uncertainty makes it difficult to explain why particular synthetic routes 
yield materials different in terms of emission quality, considering that the materials are 
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constituted of zinc, sulfur and copper with cubic or hexagonal crystal structure. Hence 
further elaboration on this topic would require a detailed examination of the orientation 
of the lattice within each crystal structure as will be discussed in Chapter 7. 
 During the firing steps taken in synthesising these materials from the one micron 
precursor zinc sulfide particles, it is possible to end up producing larger particles 
resulting from the fusion of the precursors. As a result, particles will be formed which 
may have some constituent having their planes formed at different angles to the planes of 
other constituents within the particle. This is simply referred to as particles having fault 
in their crystal structure. So far it can be argued that aside from the luminescent centres, 
the direction of the crystal planes play a vital role in the phenomenon of ACEL. 
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3.8 Key observations 
 
x The synthesis of zinc sulfide powders containing copper impurity should be 
conducted so that the copper is well distributed within the zinc sulfide crystal 
lattice. 
x Firing the material under conditions where air/gas flow occurs at surface of the 
sample would lead to excessive loss of sulfur and hence rocky material is 
produced requiring extensive grinding 
x Doble firing of the phosphors where at first stage the doping impurity is 
introduced and at the second stage the flux is implemented produces brighter 
materials. 
x Adding undoped amorphous zinc sulfide to fired/unfired copper doped zinc 
sulfide enhances the electroluminescent properties of the phosphor particles.  
x Smaller particles tend to agglomerate when used for panel preparation compared 
to larger particles which tend to create a more homogenous film. Hence larger 
particles emission suffers less interference.  
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Chapter 4 : Thermal quenching of commercial AC-EL zinc sulfide 
phosphors 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
The ZnS:Cu phosphors, co-doped with other activators such as Cl- and Br- exhibit 
electroluminescence (EL) under relatively low AC voltages; roughly two orders of 
magnitude smaller than is required for DC EL (Chapter 1). A feature of the ZnS:Cu 
phosphors is that copper has a very low solubility in zinc sulfide, and forms conducting 
CuxS precipitates in the zinc sulfide host above Cu concentrations of the order of 400±
500 ppm. During the synthesis of the phosphors, when the phosphors are heated at 
temperatures above 850 °C, these precipitates form as the host crystals cool and 
transform into the cubic sphalerite phase69. 
The location of the copper atoms within the host lattice appears to be the fundamental 
factor in the mechanism of AC-electroluminescence. The crystal structure of zinc sulfide 
is composed of skeletal matrix of zinc and sulfur atoms and the precise location of the 
copper atoms within the crystal seems to directly affect the efficiency and the emission 
wavelength of the phosphor67. 
 
The electroluminescent emission spectra of ZnS:Cu.X (X = Cl, Br, I) ACEL phosphor 
powders exhibit blue-green emission. The spectra can be de-convoluted into four separate 
components. Primarily it is the amplitude of each component that changes with AC 
frequency, ranging from the blue region of the spectrum to the green region. Further 
investigation of this concept is undertaken to show how the EL spectra change after 
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annealing the phosphors as a function of temperatures followed by rapid quenching in 
liquid nitrogen. 
 
A series of experiments were designed to alter the location or geometry, but not the actual 
amount of the copper atoms within the zinc sulfide lattice. In these tests, Sylvania made 
commercial ACEL zinc sulfide phosphor was heated to different temperatures and cooled 
very rapidly by placing in a crucible containing liquid nitrogen. A standard series of 
samples were tested in parallel by cooling the phosphor slowly in air rather than using 
rapid cooling in liquid nitrogen.  Figure 4.1 shows the setup used to carry out these tests. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Instant cooling of samples with liquid nitrogen. 
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4.2 Quenching of the uncoated commercial samples 
 
At one occasion during this research, in an attempt to create smaller particles by sudden 
cooling of heated (up to 200°C) commercial particles, an unexpected phenomenon was 
observed where they luminescent property of the material was altered by permanent shift 
of the emission wavelength toward green emission. To investigate this issue using 
commercially available Sylvania made ACEL coatedxii and uncoated phosphors as the 
source for sample preparation the following samples were prepared. 
Using the uncoated source, 4 samples of 20 g were treated by subsequently heating them 
at temperatures of 200, 300, 400 and 500°C for 6 min. The samples were then placed 
directly in to the crucible containing liquid nitrogen. Each sample was recovered and 
placed in oven at 100°C until dry. The samples were designated GU200N, GU300N, 
GU400N and GU500N. 
A repeat of the above procedure was carried out without liquid nitrogen cooling; the 
samples were, instead, cooled slowly in air. These were to be used as standard for 
comparison. They were designated GU200S, GU300S, GU400S and GU500S. 
 
 
 
4.3 Quenching of the coated commercial samples 
 
Phosphors are usually coated to extend their life-time by protecting them from 
atmospheric moisture. The coating material, usually aluminium oxide, encapsulates the 
phosphor particles creating a barrier between the lattice and the surrounding atmospheric 
                                                 
xii
 Aluminium oxide is used to coat these phosphors to give them further protection against moisture. 
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conditions. Thus the coated samples could be used as controls for the tests in section 4.2. 
So, using identical phosphors from Sylvania, but coated, a repeat of the experimental 
procedure in section 4.2 was carried out.   These samples prepared from the coated 
Sylvania phosphor source were designated as GC200N, GC300N, GC400N and 
GC500N; these samples were thermally shocked with liquid nitrogen. The coated 
samples designated GC200S, GC300S, GC400S & GC500S were cooled slowly in 
atmosphere.  
 
 
 
4.4 Multiple thermal quenching of the uncoated samples 
 
Considering the findings from the analysis of the samples thermally shocked at 500°C 
where the emission wavelength was shifted toward green it was important to investigate 
the possible effects that repeated thermal quenching would impose on the host lattice and 
hence the emission properties of the phosphor.  Therefore, using the uncoated sample, 
20g of the material was heated at 500°C and thermally shocked using the techniques 
described earlier, however the heating and cooling procedure was repeated up to four 
times and based on the number of repetitions the samples were identified by designating 
them as GU500R2, R3 and R4 to indicate how many times they were heated and rapidly 
cooled.  
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4.5 Time related thermal quenching of the samples 
 
In all of the above experiments the period of time for which the sample was heated at the 
designated temperature was 360 seconds. It was hypothesized that during the heating 
procedure the copper atoms/holes, which form the core of the luminescent centres, might 
undergo a form of migration through the lattice due to high vibrational energy within the 
lattice. The sudden change in surrounding temperature i.e. sudden cooling with liquid 
nitrogen would stabilise the copper atoms/holes at new locations within the zinc sulfide 
lattice from their original position. This would imply that the longer the heating time, the 
more distant the copper atoms would relocate to their new positions and hence form 
different luminescent centre geometries and alter the emission properties of the phosphor. 
So, choosing the 500°C heating temperature and the uncoated phosphor source, a series 
of tests were carried out whereby the material was heated for periods of 20, 40 and 60 
minutes and then thermally shocked via liquid nitrogen. These samples were designated 
as GU500T20N, GU500T40N and GU500T60N, respectively. 
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4.6 Results 
 
4.6.1 Peak emission  
 
ACEL panels made from the thermally shocked samples were analysed by an AC drive 
providing 400 Hz frequency and the EL emissions were analysed at 113 and 180 V, 
respectively. These experiments were conducted to ensure that the voltage of the drive 
had no effect on the peak emission spectra of the EL panels made from these samples. 
The dominant wavelength of the emission (i.e. the peak of the emission band) is the 
factor which was analysed for the purpose of this work. However, the driving voltage 
does affect the emission spectra of the material (as shown in the data in Figure 4.2).   
 
 
Figure 4.2: The relationship between luminance and the associated driving voltage (113V and 
181V) of the nitrogen shock treated samples at 400Hz frequency. Thermal shocking reduces 
the overall emission of the phosphors. 
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However, as demonstrated in the data in Figure 4.3, it can be observed that the dominant 
wavelegth of the EL emission has shifted towards the green region of the spectrum 
(higher wavelength), indicating that the heat shock treatment does affect the material in a 
way that the emission properties of the material is consequently affected. 
 
 
Figure 4.3:  Dominant emission wavelength  of the nitrogen shock treated samples at (113V 
and 181V) under 400Hz frequency compared to that of an untreated sample. Dominant 
wavelenght is shifted toward a longer wavelenght. 
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 4.6.2 ACEL emission spectrum of thermal shock treated and untreated uncoated 
phosphors 
 
The emission spectra of the prepared samples were obtained, using standard panels made 
of the samples, by a jeti  spectroradiometer. Figure 4.4 displays the data obtained for heat 
shock treated, as described, and standard uncoated Sylvania samples that were allowed to 
cool steadily after being heated. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4: ACEL emission spectrum of uncoated samples ( liquid nitrogen shocked and 
cooled steadily) at 181V and 400Hz.Quenched samples demonstrate both change to spectrum 
and intensity whileslowly cooled samples only demonstrate redustion in emission intensity. 
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4.6.3 ACEL emission spectrum of thermal shock treated and untreated coated 
phosphors 
 
Here the tests carried out in section 4.6.2 were repeated, but using coated Sylvania 
samples instead. These results are presented in Figure 4.5.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.5:  ACEL emission spectrum of coated samples ( liquid nitrogen shocked and cooled 
steadily) at 181V and 400Hz. Quenched samples demonstrate both change to spectrum and 
intensity whileslowly cooled samples only demonstrate redustion in emission intensity. 
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4.6.4 Emission properties of samples under multiple thermal quenching  
 
The data in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the emission properties of samples which were heat 
shock treated multiple times. These findings clearly suggest the shift in dominant 
emission peak occurs only after the first firing and subsequent firing only affects the 
emission efficiency of the material. 
 
Figure 4.6:  ACEL emission spectrum of uncoated samples repeatedly (3 times) heated to 
500°C and rapidly cooled by liquid nitrogen shocked at at 181V and 400 Hz. Repeated firing 
does not alter the dominant wavelenght but reduces the intensity of emission. 
 
 
Figure 4.7:  ACEL emission spectrum of uncoated samples heated to 500°C for 20, 40 and 60 
minutes and rapidly cooled by liquid nitrogen at 181V and 400 Hz.Extended heating time does 
not alter the amount of dominant wavelenght shift but reduces the intensity. 
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4.7 X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) analysis of the samples 
 
4.7.1 Basic X-ray analysis 
 
The uncoated and coated samples were analysed using x-ray powder diffraction to 
investigate possible structural changes as a result of the LN shocking procedure. The 
main focus of investigation was a possible shift of the main peaks associated with the 
zinc sulfide crystal lattice as an indicator of alteration in crystal structure. 
 
 
Figure 4.8:  XRD analysis of coated and uncoated Sylvania phosphors treated at 500°C  
followed by nitrogen shocking compared to untreated standard sample. The cubic crystal 
structure of thesamples is unaffected. 
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Figure 4.9:  XRD analysis of coated and uncoated Sylvania phosphors treated at 500°C and 
cooled steadily compaired to untreated standard sample. The cubic crystal structure of 
thesamples is unaffected. 
 
 
Figure 4.10:  XRD analysis of uncoated Sylvania phosphors heated at 500°C for 20, 40 and 60 
minutes and cooled by liquid nitrogen compaired to untreated standard sample. The cubic 
crystal structure of thesamples is unaffected. 
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4.7.2 The crystal structure of quenched and in-field electroluminescent 
phosphors investigated by synchrotron x-rays 
 
As stated earlier, the commonly used phosphors for ACEL give blue-green emissions that 
can be de-convoluted into multiple components, two in the blue region of the spectrum 
and the others in the green region70. The blue emission has been assigned to a blue copper 
transition originating from a copper centre that is surrounded tetrahedrally by three 
sulfide ions and a vacant sulfide site in the zinc sulfide lattice (where Zn2+ is replaced by 
copper in a lattice site).  The green emission has been assigned to a similar copper site but 
instead of a sulfur vacancy there is a chloride ion that makes up the tetrahedral 
coordination. It has long been recognised that disorder (stacking faults) needs to be 
introduced into the crystal structure of the material and maximum use of the disorder 
should be made in order to produce a bright EL phosphor71. Understanding the ACEL 
mechanism should lead to improved phosphors that offer higher device efficiency and in 
this section experiments were carried out to make a comparison between the quenched 
(GU400N) and un-quenched (GU400S) phosphors using synchrotron radiation x-ray 
powder diffraction (XRPD) Ȝ cDQG[-ray absorption spectroscopy to further 
understand the luminescent centers.   
 
4.7.2.1 In field x-ray analysis of phosphors 
 
Powder ACEL panels were prepared on indium tin oxide coated PET as the transparent 
electrode substrate.  The substrate was screen printed with a phosphor layer that 
comprised of un-encapsulated ZnS:Cu ACEL phosphor powder (Sylvania) and ethyl 
cellulose binder dissolved in a hexanol solution (Sigma Aldrich, UK) and dried in an 
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oven at 130°C for 10 minutes.  Orgacon ([PEDOT/PSS], Agfa Materials, UK) was screen 
printed to form the non-transparent electrode after drying in an oven at 130°C for 10 
minutes.  Conductive aluminium tape was attached to each electrode and the light output 
of the panel measured by the Jetti specbos 1201 spectrometer as 48.3 cdm-2 at 150V RMS 
and 2 kHz.  The panel was tested at 113 V and 400 Hz for the XRPD measurement.  
Powder samples were mounted into 0.7 mm capillary tubes and data collected using the 
BL-I11 line at the Diamond Light Source72. Extended X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure 
(EXAFS) measurements were conducted in air at room temperature, using the KMC2 
graded double-crystal monochromator of the electron storage ring at BESSY-II in Berlin. 
Spectra were recorded at the Zn-K-edge, using an ionization chamber in transmission 
mode. The maximum flux of the beam line at an energy of 8.5 KeV is on the order of 
1010 photons/sec. The XRPD data for the samples is presented in Figure 4.11. The XAS 
analysis of the samples does not indicate a major alteration of the crystallographic 
structure between the two samples (Figure 4.12). However, the data indicate that the 
electronic structure has altered due to a change in Zn K edge shape. The XRPD data of 
the sample under an electric field is presented in Figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.11: XRPDof the ACEL phosphors (GU400S-blue and GU400N-red line). The cubic 
(333) lattice parameter seems to be reduced extensively. 
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Figure 4.12:  XAS data in R and E (inset scale). The Zn K-edge XAS data do not allow for an 
easy understanding of the subtle crystallographic differences between quenched and non-
quenched specimens. However, the data indicate that the electronic structure has altered due to 
changes in Zn K-edge shape. 
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Figure 4.13: Expansion of XRPD pattern of EL phosphor deposited in the EL panel. The 
RUDQJHOLQHLVµRII¶DQGWKHEODFNOLQHVKRZVWKHpanel in operation.  The top grey line shows 
the broad powder pattern observed in a capillary. All the peaks do shift when the field is 
applied. 
 
4.7.2.2 X-ray analysis of the phosphor materials under controlled thermal 
conditions 
 
X-ray powder diffraction analysis of quenched and untreated standard Sylvania 
phosphors were carried out using the Beamline I11 of the Diamond synchrotron. 
Capillary tube sample holders were used to ensure each analysis was performed using the 
same quantity of material and rule out the effects arising from different thermal 
expansion factors of the sample holder and the sample itself. The source of heat during 
the analysis was the hot air flow technique employed at Beamline I11. These tests were 
carried out to investigate the effect of the temperature and quenching on the 
crystallographic configuration of the samples. The equipment at Diamond allowed the 
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sample to be heated up to 400oC while being analysed. Using the uncoated standard 
Sylvania phosphors, x-ray powder diffraction analysis was carried out at room 
temperature, 100°C, 200°C and 400°C. The diffraction pattern was analysed in order to 
evaluate any displacement of the crystal plane peaks. The quenched sample (heated to 
400°C and cooled rapidly) was compared to a standard sample for analysis of the 
intensity of peaks associated with various cubic or hexagonal crystal planes. The change 
in temperature seems to be shifting the peaks of almost all the planes to the left but only 
to a slight degree. This can be seen by careful analysis of the data, as presented in Figures 
4.14 and 4.15.  
Figures 4.16 and 4.17 demonstrate the alteration in intensity of the peaks related to 
certain crystal planes after quenching the uncoated sample at 400°C. 
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Figure 4.14:  X-ray powder diffraction analysis of uncoated Sylvania phosphors at room 
temperature, 100°C, 200°C and 400°C. All peaks are shifted to the left when analysis is carried 
out at higher temperatures.   
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Figure 4.15: X-ray powder diffraction analysis of uncoated Sylvania phosphors at room 
temperature, 100°C, 200°C and 400°C compared to quenched and steadily cooled samples, 
demonstrating the crystal planes shifting when the sample is heated. 
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Figure 4.16:  Alternation in intensity of peaks related to certain crystal planes after quenching the uncoated Sylvania sample 
at 400°C. 
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Plane 111 100H 101H 103H 222 201H 202H 333 331 314H 444 422 555 511 
Standard 17725 1818 697 181 840 192 86 175 366 89 325 1284 60 678 
Quenched 5834 824 325 139 249 47 38 58 146 32 104 707 32 235 
% 32 45 46 77 29 24 44 33 40 36 32 55 53 34 
Figure 4.17:  Demonstration of the percentage change in peak intensity of the crystal planes 
after the standard uncoated Sylvania phosphor is quenched at 400°C. H prefix indicates crystal 
planes related to hexagonal crystal form, otherwise cubic. Various peaks are reduced in an 
irregular fashion. 
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4.8 Discussion 
 
The results obtained from thermal quenching analysis clearly indicate that the quenching 
of the material alters its electroluminescent properties along with photoluminescent 
properties as reported elsewhere73.  However the XRD analysis of the sample does not 
indicate any observable change in terms of the crystal structure of the material. This 
would suggest that the quenching is only affecting the luminescent centres within the 
lattice. It is also clear that the importance of the temperature at which the sample is 
quenched is significant within the range of about 200-300°C. The results also clearly 
demonstrate that the emission intensity of the samples is decreased as a result of the 
thermal quenching procedure, which again indicates that the luminescent centres are 
directly affected by the thermal quenching process. 
However, it can also be argued that certain luminescent centres, particularly those 
emitting at lower wavelengths are deteriorated by thermal quenching while those emitting 
at longer wavelength are not.  This would lead to the changes observed in the dominant 
wavelength and lower emission intensity observed from this study. It seems from this 
study that the blue centres are hence vulnerable to the thermal quenching procedure 
carried out due to the role that the interstitial Cu+ species play in this mechanism. The 
interstitial Cu+ is not as stable in its location within the lattice compared to a 
substitutional Cu+ and hence a thermal shock is prone to effect its location or association 
with its surrounding element. The green emission centre, however, seems unaffected. A 
comparison between the quenched and un-quenched phosphors using XRPD 
Ȝ c DQG [-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) have been undertaken.  The 
XRPD results (Figure 4.11 a) shows that the expected highly faulted structure is observed 
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with excellent resolution out to 150o {or to the (12 2 2)} of the Sphalerite phase.  The 
quenched sample compared to the reference sample shows a large change in peak ratios 
between 46.7o and 46.9o, thought to correspond to the Wurtzite (0 0 6), (0 3 2) and 
Sphalerite (3 3 3)/(5 1 1) peaks.  Hence a large proportion of this diffraction is lost from 
the material upon rapid quenching but not when the material is allowed to cool slowly 
(the heated sample showed reversible thermal expansion).  Figure 4.11 shows the 
separation of the sphalerite (1 1 1) and wurtzite (0 0 2) diffraction lines with very broad 
diffraction intensity shown whereby diffraction intensity is observed between the three 
peaks.  In Figure 4.11b the region between 46.7o and 46.9o is shown which corresponds to 
the wurtzite and sphalerite lines indicated.  On quenching the sphalerite intensity (333) is 
dramatically reduced. The Zn K edge XAS data (Figure 4.12) does not allow for an easy 
understanding of the subtle crystallographic differences between quenched and unheated 
specimens.  However it gives an indication that the electronic structure has altered due to 
changes in Zn K-edge shape.  These findings are further discussed in Chapter 7. 
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4.9 Key observations 
 
x Thermal quenching of zinc sulfide phosphors doped with copper alters the peak 
emission of the material by ~10nm toward the green as a result of blue emission 
reduction. 
x The overall emission property of the materials is reduced after thermal quenching. 
x Repeated quenching will not result in further peak emission shifting but will 
continue to reduce the overall emission intensity.  
x XAS analysis indicates that quenching does alter the electronic environment of 
zinc atoms within the crystal. 
x XRPD analysis of the thermally quenched samples indicate that the overall crystal 
structure of the material does not change, however various crystallographic planes 
,both hexagonal and cubic, of the material demonstrate lower intensity when 
evaluated by XRPD.  
x XRPD analysis of an ACEL panel under electric field demonstrates shifting of the 
crystal planes indicating that the field imposes strains on the crystal planes. 
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Chapter 5 : Copper diffusion in to zinc sulfide lattice                                                                 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
As discussed in Chapter 4, the copper ions which act as the activator in the zinc sulfide 
lattice form the luminescent centres responsible for the emission properties of these 
materials. It is assumed that the Cu atoms are distributed within the zinc sulfide lattice 
evenly and at very low concentration compared to the Zn atoms. However, there are 
multiple approaches in terms of synthesizing these materials. This study was carried out 
to gain an insight into where the Cu atoms are located within each crystal and at what 
concentration ratios compared to the initial quantity. The core of the study involved 
digesting commercial Sylvania EL phosphor materials using aqua regia (50:50 mixture 
v/v  solution of nitric and hydrochloric acid) and analysing the solution for evaluation of 
the copper content. Also a study was carried out to map the distribution of the Cu species 
within the lattice by multiple stage digestion of commercial ZnS:Cu particles.    
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5.2 Preparation of the samples designed for copper content analysis via 
ICP-MS 
 
The ICP-MS was calibrated using standard solutions of zinc and copper with exact 
amount of aqua regia present in samples to be analysed. The samples to be analysed were 
prepared using the following standard procedure. 10 g of ACEL zinc sulfide phosphor 
sample was dissolved in 10 ml of aqua regia and left to settle for 24 hours. After the 
samples were totally dissolved, 22 ml of deionised water was added to bring the total 
volume to 32 ml. Since the aqua regia solution creates gas (nitrosyl chloride), this was 
done to prevent the formation of gas which would affect the precision volumetric 
measurement of the solution by Gilson pipettes. This solution was then diluted tenfold (in 
volume) using deionised water. The final dilution was used for the ICP-MS analysis. 
Data obtained from the ICP-MS studies were used to calculate the concentration of 
copper and zinc for each sample and were used to calculate the actual Cu/Zn % molar 
ratio in the prepared samples. Using the ratios of copper to zinc, rather than the actual 
values obtained, makes the interpretation of the obtained data easier. 
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5.3 Copper content analysis 
 
A series of experiments were designed to gain an insight into the quantity of copper 
present in the samples produced. ICP-MS was used for this purpose. It was apparent that 
the actual flux content, length of time used in the firing and the firing temperature had a 
direct impact on the copper levels in the lattice and hence these experiments were 
designed so that all the above factors could be monitored during the analysis. A set of 
newly prepared samples were prepared for this experiment. 
 
 
5.3.1 Firing period and copper diffusion into the lattice 
 
As part of this research a technique was developed for producing ZnS:Cu materials 
whereby brighter EL phosphors were produced in comparison to the conventional 
technique initially used during this research. This involved a double firing procedure 
where the precursor materials; zinc sulfide and the doping copper were originally fired 
without any flux i.e. sodium chloride and hence only contained the doping element Cu 
and ZnS, and then it was re-fired together with the sodium chloride flux. The period of 
the initial firing is important in terms of luminance property of the phosphor, so using 
ICP-MS analysis the effect of the initial firing period was investigated to gain an insight 
into the level of copper diffusion into the lattice in relation to the period of initial firing. 
A set of tests were designed for this purpose: Am samples were prepared using a sample 
with initial copper content of 1.2 moles of copper per 100 moles of zinc (1.2% molar 
ratio) which was initially fired for a periods of 45 min and 2 hours and a second series of 
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samples; D sample with initial copper content of 0.6% molar ratio with initial firing 
periods of 20, 40, 60 and 80 min. 
 
5.3.1.1 Initial copper content of 1.2% 
 
A solution of CuNO3 was prepared and added to a quantity of commercial grade zinc 
sulfide from Sylvania ( Figure 5.1) to prepare a precursor containing 1.2%  molar  ratio of 
Cu to Zn after drying, this was named source alfa. 
Am1: 20 g of source alfa was fired at 850oC for a period of 45 min. Then it was cooled in 
air and mixed with 20% weight of sodium chloride flux and re-fired at 850°C for a period 
of 1 hr. 
Am2: 20g of source alfa was fired at 850oC for a period of 2 hours. Then it was cooled 
and mixed with 20% weight of sodium chloride flux and re-fired at 850°C for a period of 
1 hr. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Sylvania zinc sulfide particles. The particles are composed of nanorods that 
agglomerate to form the 1.5 micrometer particles. 
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The samples were prepared for ICP-MS analysis as described; the data obtained are 
presented in Table 5.1. The ICP-MS provides data in the form of mg/l and hence these 
data had to be converted to moles and a plot of the actual Cu/Zn molar ratio is presented 
in Figure 5.2 and shown in Table 5.1. 
 
 
Sample Cu(mg/ml) Zn (mg/ml) 
Am1 0.377 251 
Am2 
 
0.362 
 
254 
 
Table 5.1: The amount of Cu and Zn found in Am1 and Am2 samples based on the ICP-MS 
results. 
 
 
Figure 5.2: The ratio of Cu/Zn in terms of moles of copper per 100 moles of zinc (% molar) 
based on results from ICP-MS analysis. 
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5.3.1.2 Analysis of samples containing 0.6% copper 
 
Four samples were prepared for this analysis: D20, 40, 60 and 80 samples which 
contained 0.6% molar ratio of the doping element. 
Four separate 20 g portions of source Deltaxiii were fired for periods of 20, 40, 60 and 80 
minutes at 850°C and after cooling were ground and re-fired at 850°C with 20% by 
weight of sodium chloride for a period of 1 hr.  
The samples were prepared for ICP-MS analysis as described in section 5.2. The ICP-MS 
provides data in the form of mg/l and hence these data had to be converted to moles and a 
plot of the actual Cu/Zn molar ratio is presented in Figure 5.3 and the data in Table 5.2. 
 
Sample 
(Cu) Concentration 
(mg/l) 
(Zn) Concentration 
(mg/l) 
D20 0.251 240 
D40 0.300 281 
D60 0.238 248 
D80 0.239 267 
Table 5.2:  The amount of Cu and Zn found in D20-80 samples based on the ICP-MS results. 
 
                                                 
xiii
 Delta: Commercial grade ZnS from Sylvania was added to CuNO3 Solution and then dried. The material 
contained 0.6% molar ratio of Cu to Zn. 
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Figure 5.3: The ratio of Cu/Zn in terms of molar % based on results from ICP-MS analyses for 
D20-80 samples. D40 samples contain the highest level of copper impurity. 
 
5.3.2 Firing temperature and copper diffusion into the lattice 
 
These tests were carried out to study the effect of firing temperature on copper diffusion. 
The firing temperatures were chosen to investigate the cubic and hexagonal crystal 
structures of the zinc sulfide lattice which are formed at different temperatures. Four 
samples were prepared using separate 20 g of source Delta containing 0.6 moles of 
copper per 100 moles of zinc (0.6% molar ration initial copper content). The samples 
were fired at 850, 950, 1050 and 1150 °C for 1 hour. The samples were washed in 200 ml 
solution of 1:1 (v/v) ammonia/water for a period of 24 hours. The samples were 
designated as AMT850, AMT950, AMT1050 and AMT 1150, respectively. 
The results obtained from ICP-MS analyses are presented in Table 5.3 and the ratio of 
copper to zinc in these samples is shown in Figure 5.4. 
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Sample 
 Cu Concentration  
         (mg/l) 
  Zn Concentration        
       (mg/l) 
AMT 850 0.055 230 
AMT950 0.064 273 
AMT1050 0.035 233 
AMT1150 0.039 263 
Table 5.3: Cu and Zn concentration of AMT samples based on the ICP-MS results. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4: The ratio of Cu/Zn in terms of moles of copper per 100 moles of zinc (molar %) 
based on results from ICP-MS analysis for AMT samples. Hexagonal crystal structures 
contain less copper impurity compared to the cubic structure. 
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and double firing) against each other in parallel to the study of the effect of the flux 
content. Hence a series of samples were prepared to provide the appropriate data for 
analysis and were compared to commercially available Sylvania uncoated ACEL 
phosphor. These were designated AML & AMF series. 
 
 
 
 
5.4.1 Single firing preparation (AML) 
 
AML samples were prepared using single firing procedure as follows. 
Three separate 20 g portions of source Alfa (1.2% initial copper content) were fired 
together with 5%, 20% and 40% sodium chloride by weight at 850°C for a period of            
1 hour. The samples were washed in 200 ml solution of 1:1 (v/v) ammonia / water for a 
period of 24 hours. They were designated as: AML1 (5% flux), AML2 (20% flux) and 
AML4 (40% flux). 
 
5.4.2 Double firing preparation (AMF) 
 
AMF samples were prepared using the double firing technique as follows. 
A 90 g sample from source Alfa was fired at 850°C for a period of 1 hr. After cooling in 
air, the sample was ground and divided into four portions of 20 g and each portion was 
fired with 5%, 20%, 30% and 40% sodium chloride at 850°C for a period of 1 hour. The 
samples were designated AMF1 (5% flux), AMF2 (20% flux), AMF3 (30% flux) and 
AMF4 (40% flux). 
The ICP-MS analysis results and molar ratio of the Cu/Zn are presented in Table 5.4 and 
Figure 5.5. 
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Sample Cu(mg/ml) Zn (mg/ml) 
AmF1* 0.513 256 
AmF2* 0.387 262 
AmF3* 0.270 259 
AmF4* 0.221 258 
AmL1* 0.718 263 
AmL2* 0.410 254 
AmL4* 0.321 261 
SYLV* 0.266 265 
Table 5.4: The amount of Cu and Zn found in AmF and AmL samples based on the ICP-MS 
results. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5: The ratio of Cu/Zn in terms of moles of copper per 100 moles of zinc (molar %) 
based on results from ICP-MS analysis for AmF and AmL samples compared to commercial 
grade ACEL ZnS:Cu phosphor produced by Sylvania. 
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5.5 ǯ
in the lattice 
  
To investigate how the initial amount of copper added to zinc sulfide effects the actual 
copper content after synthesis a set of three samples (H1, 2 and 3) were prepared each 
containing different amounts of copper nitrate prior to any firing procedure. After 
addition of the appropriate copper nitrate (Aq) to these samples, they were then 
subsequently divided in to two sections, one section being exposed to hydrogen sulfide 
gas based on the theoretical hypothesis that the exposure might have an impact on the 
state of the copper atoms (by forming copper sulfide) on the amorphous zinc sulfide 
particles prior to firing which may subsequently have an effect on the diffusion of the 
copper in to the lattice. In this way additional information could be gathered on the 
complexity of the copper diffusion process considering that it was believed that the 
highly reactive hydrogen sulfide gas may indeed change the state of the copper and hence 
its diffusion properties. The samples were prepared as follows. 
 
Three separate 40 g samples of zinc sulfide particles produced by Sylvania (H1,2 and 3) 
were placed in 20 ml solutions of copper nitrate, containing H1: 0.389%, H2: 0.194% and 
H3: 0.097% molar ratio of copper to zinc. The samples were then washed with water, 
filtered and dried. 
 
These samples were each divided into two 20 g portions and one part was exposed to 
hydrogen sulfide (H2S) gas for a period of 15 minutes, the sample were designated as 
H1S, H2S and H3S, respectively while the portions that were not exposed to H2S gas 
were named H1, H2 and H3, respectively. The prepared samples were then fired initially 
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at 850°C for 1 hour, cooled and ground followed by addition of 20% (w/w) sodium 
chloride flux, they were then re-fired at 850°C for a period of 1 hour. Subsequently, the 
samples were washed using ammonia.  
 
 
 
Sample [Cu] (mg/l) [Zn] (mg/l)    
H1 0.165 216 
H1S 0.192 251 
H2 0.138 276 
H2S 0.114 234 
H3 0.089 266 
H3S 0.080 255 
Table 5.5: Concentration of Cu and Zn found in AmF and AmL samples based on ICP-MS 
analysis. 
 
 
Figure 5.6: The ratio of Cu/Zn in terms of moles of copper per 100 moles of zinc (molar%)  
based on results from ICP-MS analysis for H series samples. H1 series have the highest copper 
impurity. 
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5.6 Copper distribution within the lattice 
 
This test was a novel approach carried out to produce information with regards to the 
distribution of the doping copper atoms within the zinc sulfide host lattice. The initial 
steps of the test were designed to find a suitable concentration of aqua regia which was 
to be used as the digesting solution since pure aqua regia would digest the phosphor very 
rapidly. Figure 5.7 shows the mechanism by which this technique is hypothesised to 
occur. 
 
 
Figure 5.7:  Layer by layer digestion of the phosphor particle. 
 
 
The longer the phosphor is exposed to the digesting solution, the more surface material is 
digested hence the phosphor is digested layer by layer.  Samples are taken from the 
digesting solution at specific time intervals and examined by ICP-MS for copper and zinc 
content. Plotting the {[Cu (mg/l)]/ [Zn (mg/l)]} against time would give a clear indication 
of whether the copper atoms are distributed evenly all over the host lattice or if they 
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mainly reside on the surface layers.  Figure 5.8 shows the possible outcome of the plot 
and relevant interpretation of the results. 
 
 
Figure 5.8:  Proposed interpretation of the findings from layer by layer digestion of the 
Sylvania samples. A: even distribution of the copper all over the lattice, B: copper distribution 
in the outer layers of the lattice, and C: copper distribution in the inner layers of the lattice. 
 
 
5.6.1 Finding the right concentration of aqua regia as the digesting solution 
and performing the digestion 
 
Hydrochloric acid (20 ml) was added to nitric acid (15 ml) in a pre-acid washed beaker 
and left to stand for 10 min. This was to be used as the standard ratio of hydrochloric acid 
to nitric acid for aqua regia preparations of this experiment. 
From the above recipe, various dilutions (v/v) were prepared to be used for digesting 
ACEL zinc sulfide particles produced by Sylvania. They were as follows: 
1. 10% solution 
2. 20% solution 
3. 30% solution 
4. 40% solution 
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The experiment was carried out using a total of 30 ml from the above dilutions to digest   
1 g of Sylvania ACEL phosphor over a period of time. The phosphor was stirred in the 
solution via a magnetic stirrer. Before taking 1 ml samples from the solution at 
consecutive 30s time intervals, the stirrer was switched off for 5 seconds. Figure 5.9 is a 
schematic of the procedures used. 
  
 
 
Figure 5.9: The setup of the phosphor and digesting solution. 
 
The samples where then analysed by ICP-MS to quantify the copper and zinc content.  
The results were then plotted as stated earlier against time. Using the Horiba made 
particle size analyser the phosphors were tested to observe possible changes in the overall 
size of the particles. 
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During the initial tests carried out to find the optimum concentration of the digesting 
solution, it was observed that the 30% (v/v) diluted aqua regia solution produced the 
most reliable results. Below 30%, the phosphor seemed to be digested at an extremely 
slow rate and it was not possible to obtain consistent results. However above 30% the 
digestion process was vigorous as the particles would very quickly get digested away. So 
only the data using 30% dilution factor were considered and the experiment was repeated 
to ensure consistency of the results. The data obtained were plotted against time in terms 
of Cu/Zn ratio and are presented in Figure 5.10. Also at certain time intervals (60, 120 
and 180 seconds after addition of the phosphor to the digestion solution), samples were 
taken for SEM surface analysis (Figures 5.11 and 5.12). These results clearly indicate that 
the surface of the phosphor is digested away with time. 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 5.10: Plot of {[Cu mg/l]/[Zn mg/l]} against time (s) for 30% and 40% digesting solution 
concentrations. 
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Figure 5.11: Effect of digestion on the surface of the Sylvania phosphor particles. A: 
Untreated, B:  60 seconds, C: 120 seconds, D 180 seconds 
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Figure 5.12: Effect of digestion on the surface of Sylvania phosphor particles. A: after 5 
minutes treatment B: untreated sample. 
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Figure 5.13: Proposed mapping of the copper distribution within the zinc sulfide particles. It 
seems the surface of the phosphors contain higher ratio of copper to zinc (molar ratio) 
compared to the inner core layers. 
 
 
 
The observations clearly indicate that the doping copper atoms are primarily located 
within the outer layer of the particles. Based on the finding it can be proposed that a 
copper rich band is located within the surface of the particle while the rest of the lattice 
would contain a less, but constant level of copper (Figure 5.13). 
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5.7 Discussion 
 
As shown in Figure 5.1 the unfired zinc sulfide particles obtained from Sylvania are 
composed of nano rod shaped particles which agglomerate to form the sphere like 
particles that were used during the tests. Due to this structure and the cavities present, an 
extensive surface area is achieved. When the particles are immersed in a copper nitrate 
solution followed by drying, the copper atoms are distributed evenly throughout the zinc 
sulfide matrix. However during the firing and the subsequent ammonia washing 
procedure an excessive amount of copper is removed from the material. Considering that 
the copper atoms form the luminescent centres, as discussed earlier, it is vital to ensure 
that the firing procedure during the synthesis is optimised to ensure sufficient copper 
remains to produce efficient phosphor material. 
 
Analysis of samples Am1 and 2 indicate that the more prolonged the initial firing 
procedure, the more copper atoms are eliminated from the final material. This is again 
confirmed from D20-80 samples where lower initial copper content was used and it 
appears that after 40 minute firing more copper seems to leave the lattice.   
 
At the same time the firing temperature, aside from effecting the crystal structure of the 
material (cubic or hexagonal), seems to be directly involved in the amount of copper that 
remains within the lattice; results obtained from AMT 850-1150 samples indicate this. In 
chapter 8 the findings of these experiments will be discussed further.  
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5.8 Key observations 
 
x The actual amount of copper remaining within the zinc sulfide lattice is ~ 10% 
lower than the copper added to the material prior to firing. 
x Presence of the flux at the first stage of firing the material will enhance the loss of 
copper from the material. 
x Commercial samples contain 1% molar ratio of copper to zinc ratio which is less 
compared to some other samples prepared e.g. Amf1 & AmL1, yet they 
demonstrate better emission properties (chapter 4)  indicating that copper content 
alone cannot be a determining factor of emission property. 
x During the firing procedure the doping copper tends to leave the zinc sulfide host 
and hence particles demonstrate higher copper content at the surface layers 
compared to inner layers of the particles. 
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Chapter 6 : Effect of electric field and frequency on the emission 
properties of the ACEL panels  
 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
 
The electric field across the electrodes is the driving force behind the process of 
electroluminescence and hence understanding the interaction of the field with the 
phosphor and dielectric particles would provide valuable knowledge which may lead to 
the fundamental understanding of the process at the atomic level. In some early attempts 
by Lvova74 to investigate the Destriau effect in respect of its associated kinetics, he 
considered the kinetics of electroluminescence from a single standpoint. The process was 
described by considering a system of transport equations for a crystal phosphor with three 
systems of levels in forbidden band: levels of luminescent centres, shallow electron traps 
and deep donors. In principle, their approach tried to explain the nature of the field 
distribution in a given crystal in a mathematical model. A basic physical description of a 
system of levels and their associated centres when charged through absorption of energy 
from an external field is fundamental to their approach of understanding the process. This 
is all assuming that the luminescent centre is neutral before excitation and it is ionised by 
excitation, surrendering an electron to the conduction band and becoming positively 
charged. A considerable simplification of the general system of transport equations is 
achieved by making a general and experimentally justified assumption about the Destriau 
effect; the electroluminescence process occurs in two stages where a high field region is 
established in a phosphor crystal grain and during its excitation, charges (holes and 
electrons) drift in an electric field in the interior of the crystal.  
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 This part of the research involved analysing and studying multiple properties and 
characteristics of ACEL panels such as the size of the gap between the two electrodes, the 
frequency and the voltage across the panel in a practical manner rather than using 
assumptions or extensive theoretical evaluation.  
 
 
 
 
6.1 Driving voltage and luminance 
 
 
Using the optimum combination of phosphor to oil ratio (chapter 3) an ACEL panel was 
made and the relationship between voltage and luminescence using Sylvania uncoated 
ACEL ZnS:Cu phosphor was investigated. The panels were prepared as described in and 
the results are presented in Figure 6.1. 
 
 
Figure 6.1: Plotting luminance of the panel against the driving voltage at 400Hz frequency 
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The following models (6.1-3) were proposed for the relationship between voltage & 
luminance and TSPxiv software was used for statistically analysing the models. 
 
 dvoltalum  .
     (6.1) 
 
 voltalum . 
           (6.2) 
 
 
Dvoltalum . 
         (6.3) 
 
The statistical analysis results of the above models are presented in the appendix A1. 
 
6.2 Electroluminance decay at 181 volts 
 
ACEL panels loose efficiency over time, hence it would be ideal to investigate the 
emission decay over a period of time. The Sylvania sample was tested for the effect of 
time on luminescence decay at 181Volts and 400 Hz. Figure 6.2 shows the degradation of 
the phosphor emission over time. 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
xiv
 TSPTM is statistical analysis software for the estimation and simulation of econometric models. It is a 
world-wide standard for econometric estimation. TSP stands for "Time Series Processor". TSP was 
originally developed primarily by economists however there is nothing in its design limiting it to economic 
time series. Any data consisting of repeated observations of the same variable for different units may be 
analyzed with TSP. 
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Figure 6.2: Luminance decay over a period of 500min, 181V and 400Hz. 
 
 
 
 
The following mathematical models were investigated in respect of the data presented in 
Figure 6.2: 
 
dtimealum  .
     (6.4) 
Dtimealum . 
         (6.5) 
dtimeaelum  .
         (6.6) 
 
The statistical analysis results of the above models are presented in the appendix A2. 
 
 
 
 
6.3 Creating a direct relationship between emission intensity, voltage 
and frequency 
 
 
To achieve an accurate relationship which would define the relationship of driving 
voltage and frequency in one whole equation, a series of tests were carried out were a 
panel made using uncoated Sylvania phosphor, as described. Then emission intensity of 
the phosphor under driving voltage of 70 to 226 volts & frequency of 100Hz to 400Hz 
was measured These data were then assessed using TSP software to estimate the most 
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accurate relationship that could be achieved to define a relationship between the three 
factors of luminescence, voltage and frequency. The proposed model, equation 6.7, and 
its statistical analysis results are presented below and the statistical analysis of the model 
is presented in appendix A3. 
ED ).().(
...)..(
voltfreqAlum
etcvoltfreqflum
 
 
 
 
)ln.()ln.(lnln voltfreqAlum ED  
    (6.7) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.4 Luminescence decay under high driving frequency 
 
 
It is well observed that under high drive frequency, the dominant wavelength emission of 
the phosphor tends to shift toward the shorter wavelengths of the spectrum while the 
phosphor demonstrates swifter electroluminescence decay. Using sample preparation 
techniques described earlier, ranges of driving frequencies were examined at 206 volts 
driving voltage. The panels were tested at 1, 10, 20 and 30 kHz. Figure 6.3 shows the 
effect of various frequencies on the decay of luminescence efficiency over time. 
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Figure 6.3: Effect of various frequencies on the luminescence over time. 
 
 
These data were examined using different mathematical models to investigate the 
relationship between electroluminescence decay and frequency of the alternate current 
and the models were assessed using TSP software for statistical accuracy. 
The general form of the model is )(tfey   where y is the luminance, t is time and f(t) can 
be demonstrated in different forms, among them we try the three following forms: f(t)= 
B*t, f(t)= B*t+ C, f(t)= A*t2+ B*t+ C & the linear form of the above general model by 
applying log function is: Ln Y= f(t). Three regression models were used: 
 
Ln Y   = B*t                     (6.8a) 
Ln Y   = B*t+ C               (6.8b) 
Ln  Y  = A*t2+ B*t+ C    (6.8c) 
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Using Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression method to estimate the parameters A, B, 
and C for each of the data series gives the following tabulated results for each model as 
presented in appendix A4. 
 
 
From this set of analysis equation 6.8c seems to be the most accurate estimate. Table 6.1 
shows the estimated values of each variable in equation (7.8c) according to the frequency 
of the AC current. 
 
Freq A B C 
1Khz              -0.00835  0.000047 
10Khz 5.369996 -0.01311             0.000103 
20Khz            5.60626             -0.01483  0.000166 
30Khz            5.550541 -0.01445             0.000147 
Table 6.1: Estimated values of each variable in relation to the frequency of the AC current 
based on the model three. 
 
 
 
 
6.5 Interference in the electric field 
 
The electric field is affected when dielectric materials are placed in the direction of the 
field. Assuming the effect upon the field would supposedly have an effect on the 
electroluminescence process of the phosphor particles, a series of tests were designed and 
carried out to observe whether this effect would be significant or negligible on the 
electroluminescent emission of ACEL panles. 
Using commercially available uncoated ACEL phosphor from Sylvania some samples 
were prepared by mixing the commercial phosphor with barium titanate and strontium 
titanate as shown in Table 6.2. 
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Sample % Dielectric 
(by weight) 
Preparation (Commercial Sylvania Phosphor + 
dielectric material) 
S6 37.5% 0.1g   Sylvania + 0.06g strontium titanate 
S4 25.0% 0.12g Sylvania + 0.04g strontium titanate 
S2 12.5% 0.14g Sylvania + 0.02g  strontium titanate 
B6 37.5% 0.1g   Sylvania + 0.06g barium titanate 
B4 25.0% 0.12g Sylvania + 0.04g barium titanate 
B2 12.5% 0.14g Sylvania + 0.02g barium titanate 
Table 6.2: Preparation of sample with added dielectric material quantities. 
 
 
These samples were then mixed with 0.8 g (1/3 total weight) linseed oil to be used for 
preparation of ACEL panel for electroluminescent intensity measurement. The samples 
were then tested under various voltages across the plates, 123 to 207 volts. The 
electroluminescence intensity and dominant wavelengths of emission were measured.  
 
 
Through the technique described earlier, using TSP software and the data gathered 
various models were tested for accuracy to define the relationship between luminescence 
and driving voltage. 
Of the many models tested the most accurate estimate were equation (6.2) & (6.3), 
however equation (6.2) seems most accurate where lum=a.Volt. The determination 
coefficient value of each of the two proposed formulas for each sample and the calculated 
parameter (a) are presented in appendix A5 & figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4: Graphical presentation of the parameter a based on the dielectric used and the 
quantity of it. Bothe dielectriFVUHGXFHWKHSDUDPHWHUµD¶KRZHYHUVWURQWLXPWLWDQDWHVHHPVWR
be reducing the compared to barium titanate. 
 
 
6.6 Luminescence studies of D1 sample under various voltages and 
frequencies 
 
Considering that one of the most successful samples prepared using an in house 
technique was the D1 sample, this sample was chosen for further investigations. Panels 
were prepared using D1 phosphor. However, considering that particles in this sample 
were much smaller than the commercially available Sylvania phosphors, they were used 
for analysis of the effects of spacing between the two electrodes. The panel preparation in 
this case involved using standard 12 micron and 24 micron spacer sheets between the 
electrodes; panels were prepared with either of the two spacers present between the two 
electrodes. Using TSP software and statistical modelling the results gained from the D1 
sample, prepared using the12 micron spacer,   were tested to generate a possible formula 
relating voltage and frequency together and estimate the possible constants that would be 
present in the formula. 
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6.6.1 Voltage and frequency studies of D1 samples 
 
 
The panel was prepared as stated earlier. Using driving frequency values of between 50 
to 20 kHz and driving voltage in the range of from as little as 28 to ~200 volts, an 
extended series of data of electroluminescence intensity  were gathered (above ten 
thousand readings) with respect of driving voltage and frequency.  
For example; using a static 10 kHz frequency, the panel was tested for 
electroluminescence intensity in a range of driving voltage values from 28 to 199 volts.  
This generated a set of electroluminescence intensity values which could be plotted 
against the appropriate voltage. These were then classed as the 10 KHz series. This test 
was carried out over a whole range of frequency values, as stated earlier. 
Using the TSP software, these data were then used to create a relationship between 
electroluminescence intensity and driving voltage for each frequency series. Two of the 
most accurate proposed mathematical equation models for the D1 sample tested at 150Hz 
frequency with 12 micron spacer along with accuracy estimation of the relevant formula, 
are presented in appendix A6. 
 
Equation 6.3 was chosen since the majority of the frequency series showed much more 
accuracy for this model. Appendix A6 shows the calculated determination coefficient 
values for 12 micron spacer samples using the model using different frequencies. The 
data gathered using the 23 micron spacer was treated exactly in the same manner to 
produce the results of analysis. The analysis showed, that as expected, these set of data 
also followed the same pattern as for equation 6.3. 
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The calculated parameters of each frequency series tested are presented in Table 7.13a 
and b. In order to measure the parameters in the equation, taking the natural logarithm of 
both sides of the equation, the formula had to be treated as follows: 
DVoltalum .  Is rewritten as  Voltalum ln.lnln D  
The parameters measured were lna andD . The calculated values at each frequency are 
presented in Table 7.13a-b for each of the two 12 and 23 micron spacer tests. 
 
 
 
 
 
6.6.2 Creating a relationship between the voltage and frequency 
 
The data gained in previous sections were used to find the relationship between the 
frequency and the two calculated parameters (ln a DQGĮ. The following mathematical 
models (equation 6.9-12) were proposed and statistically tested to find the most accurate 
fitting of the formula to the data obtained. 
7KHSURSRVHGPRGHOV IRU WKH UHODWLRQVKLSEHWZHHQĮ DQG IUHTXHQF\ DQG WKHLU VWDWLVWLFDO
accuracy testing for the 12 micron spacer tests are presented in Table A7. Based on this 
observation equation (6.11) was chosen as the most accurate model from the sets. 
mfreq .UD
                  (6.9) 
EUD freq. 
                      (6.10) 
ED freq 
                          (6.11) 
EUD freq. 
                      (6.12) 
 
 
The proposed models (equation 6.13 & 6.14) for the relationship between ln a and 
frequency and their statistical accuracy was tested. 
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freqa .ln O 
                                     (7.13) 
ln freqa ln.O or Ofreqa  
          (7.14) 
 
 
Equation 6.14 was chosen as the most accurate model. To drive an overall formula 
relating voltage and frequency and decay of luminance over time considering the 
following relationships which have been demonstrated to be most accurate we can make 
the following conclusion: 
 
 
Dvoltalum . 
 
 
Ofreqa   
 
ED freq  
 
EO freqvoltfreqlum . 
                     (6.15) 
 
Using the general data obtained from various panels made with D1 phosphor, the above 
model was tested for accuracy in practice and it failed to show results close to the 
practical values obtained. The model was also developed for the 23 micron spacer data 
sets and again it was not producing any results close to the practical data gained. 
 
6.7 Crystal structure and luminescence efficiency 
 
 
Using the phosphors AMT850 and AMT1050 (Chapter 3) panels were prepared as 
described earlier to investigate how the crystal structure of the ACEL phosphor may have 
an effect on the luminescence efficiency of the phosphor in relation to the driving voltage 
while investigating the luminescence decay rate for each sample.  
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6.7.1 Voltage and frequency effect 
 
Using driving frequencies of 400, 1000 and 10 kHz the samples were tested under a range 
of driving voltage from 113 up to 263 volts. The data obtained were analysed using TSP 
software and proposed models defining the relationship between driving voltage and 
luminescence efficiency were statistically tested for both AMT850 and AMT 1050. These 
findings are presented in Figures 6.5 & 6.6 and the statistical analysis of the fits is 
presented in appendix A8 & A9.  
 
Figure 6.5: Relationship between driving voltage and luminance at various frequencies using 
AMT850 zinc sulfide phosphors which are fired at 850°C with a cubic crystal structure. 
 
Figure 6.6: Relationship between driving voltage and luminance at various frequencies using 
AMT1050 ZnS phosphors which are fired at 1050°C with a hexagonal crystal structure. 
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Based on these results Table 6.3 a-b demonstrates the calculated values of a andD , 
considering Dvoltalum . being the most accurate model.  
 
AMT850 (a) 
Freq (Hz) a D  
400 5.852E-6 2.64588 
1000 8.8878E-8 3.51652 
10000 3.21641E-9 4.32682 
 
AMT1050 (b) 
Freq (Hz) a D  
400 1.3897E-7 3.08106 
1000 6.07196E-8 3.31015 
10000 6.46282E-9 3.91549 
Table 6.3(VWLPDWLRQRIWKHSDUDPHWHUVD	ĮFRQVLGHULQJWKHHTXDWLRQIRU$07 and 
AMT1050 samples. 
 
 
 
6.7.2 Electroluminescence intensity decay at high frequencies 
 
Identical panels were prepared as described using AMT850 and AMT 1050 samples. 
Using driving frequency of 15 and 20 kHz, at 206volts Luminescence decay over time for 
AMT 850 and AMT 1050 samples were measured. The data were tested accordingly by 
the TSP software to find the most accurate relationship defining the decay rate. The 
proposed model (equation 6.16) for these data and its statistical analysis are presented in 
appendix A10. 
cbtatlum  2ln
  (6.16) 
Based on this analysis the hexagonal crystals parameters a and b demonstrate different 
values compared to the cubic structure.  
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6.8 Discussion  
 
In defining a relationship between the luminance of a panel and the applied voltage, when 
using commercial Sylvania samples, the most accurate model was equation 6.2. Hence 
WKH FRQVWDQW µa¶ FDQ EH UHJDUGHG DV D IDFWRU UHODWLQJ GLUHFWO\ WR WKH SURSHUW\ RI Whe 
phosphor material. However when sample D1 was investigated equation 6.2 seemed to be 
inaccurate and instead equation 6.3 was a more accurate form of defining the 
relationship. This can only be explained through the difference in the particle size of the 
two phosphors. The commercial sample had an average particle size of ~20 microns 
ZKLOH WKH'¶VDYHUDJHVL]HUDQJHZDVaPLFURQV WKHUHE\VXJJHVWLQJ WKDWSHUKDSV WKH
particle size itself was a major factor when considering the luminance of these particles 
against the voltage applied. The electric field is the driving force behind AC- 
electroluminescence and hence it can be argued that the interaction of the electric field 
with the particles is different when different particle sizes are considered. At the same 
time the particle size distribution in these materials can never be homogenous hence 
causing an error factor when defining a mathematical relationship for their EL properties. 
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6.9 Key observations 
 
x The relationship between luminance and the driving voltage can be varied 
depending on other factors such as particle size or dielectric materials in the 
panel. 
x No overall mathematical relationship can be considered for ACEL zinc sulfide 
phosphor panels since multiple factors such as the electric field, driving voltage, 
degradation of the phosphor at high frequencies and even the nature and quantity 
of dielectric present impose significant effects on the emission process. 
x Hexagonal and cubic structures do follow a similar mathematical pattern when 
voltage and luminance are investigated however; the parameters that effect the 
relationship are varied between the two crystal structures. 
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Chapter 7 Discussion 
 
7.1 Thermal quenching analysis 
 
The results obtained from thermal quenching analysis clearly indicate that the quenching 
of the material alters its photo-luminescent and electroluminescent properties.  However 
the XRD analysis of the sample does not indicate any observable change in terms of the 
crystal structure of the material. This would suggest that the quenching is only affecting 
the luminescent centres within the lattice. It is also clear that the importance of the 
temperature at which the sample is quenched is significant within the range of about 200-
300°C. The results also clearly demonstrate that the emission intensity of the samples is 
decreased as a result of the thermal quenching procedure, which again indicates that the 
luminescent centres are directly affected by the thermal quenching process. 
However, it can also be argued that certain luminescent centres, particularly those 
emitting at lower wavelengths are deteriorated by thermal quenching while those emitting 
at longer wavelength are not.  This would lead to the changes observed in the dominant 
wavelength and lower emission intensity observed from this study. 
 
All previous studies have been carried out with emphasis on photo-luminescent 
properties of the green and blue Cu centres. These centres are formed by the activator 
(Cu) and the co-activator (Cl) when introduced at nearly equal concentrations. The 
luminescent transition takes place from the co-activator to the activator pairs which have 
different intra-pair distances.  The activator level in green centres is much deeper than 
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those levels involved in the edge emission. Before being excited, Cu is mono-valent 
while after excitation it becomes divalent. The induced absorption band due to Cu+2 band 
has been shown to be the cause of the green emission75.  
A model for the blue Cu luminescent centre has been proposed which states that the 
centre is formed by association of substitutional Cu+ and an interstitial Cu+ 76. The green 
Cu centre shows no spectral shift, indicating that it is due to an intra-centre transition. To 
date, the initial state of the transition, however, remains unclear. 
 
It seems from this study that the blue centres are vulnerable to the thermal quenching 
procedure carried out due to the role that the interstitial Cu+ species play in this 
mechanism. The interstitial Cu+ is not as stable in its location within the lattice compared 
to a substitutional Cu+ and hence a thermal shock is prone to affect its location or 
association with its surrounding element. The green emission centre, however, seems 
unaffected. 
 
Repeated thermal quenching of the same sample does not affect a further shift in the 
dominant wavelength, however it does effect the brightness efficiency of the material, 
indicating that the damage caused to the interstitial Cu+ positions occurs mostly in the 
first treatment and further thermal quenching only effects the brightness of the material 
which is due to multiple heating treatment of the sample only. It can be concluded that 
the repeated firing of the material tends to destroy the majority of the emission sites 
hence reducing the amount of the overall lighting output from the emission.  
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7.2 Copper diffusion into the lattice 
 
As shown in Figure 5.1 the unfired zinc sulfide particles obtained from Sylvania are 
composed of nanorod shaped particles which agglomerate to form the sphere like 
particles that were used during the research. Due to this structure and the cavities present,  
an extensive surface area is achieved. When the particles are immersed in a copper nitrate 
solution followed by drying, the copper atoms are distributed evenly throughout the zinc 
sulfide matrix. However during the firing and the subsequent ammonia washing 
procedure an excessive amount of copper is removed from the material. Considering that 
the copper atoms form the luminescent centres, as discussed earlier, it is vital to ensure 
that the firing procedure during the synthesis is optimised to ensure sufficient copper 
remains to produce efficient phosphor material. 
 
Analysis of samples Am1 and 2 indicate that the more prolonged the initial firing 
procedure, the more copper atoms are eliminated from the final material. This is again 
confirmed from D20-80 samples where lower initial copper content was used and it 
appears that after 40 minute firing more copper seems to leave the lattice.   
 
At the same time the firing temperature, aside from affecting the crystal structure of the 
material (cubic or hexagonal), seems to be directly involved in the amount of copper that 
remains within the lattice; results obtained from AMT 850-1150 samples indicate this. 
However, considering the fact that these particular samples were prepared using a single 
firing step which is conventionally used during the ZnS:Cu synthesis we can assume that 
the actual copper to zinc ratio in the double stage firing technique is lower than samples 
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prepared via single firing procedure. AmF and AmL sample series were prepared to 
observe the difference in final copper content depending on the firing technique applied 
and the finding were compared against commercial grade Sylvania phosphor which is of 
prime quality in terms of luminescence efficiency. 
 
The results presented in Figure 5.5 indicate that AmL samples, which were prepared via a 
single firing technique, contain higher copper levels compared to AmF double firing 
prepared samples. However when compared to commercial grade Sylvania ACEL 
phosphor, using 30- 40% sodium chloride flux achieves a final copper content near the 
levels found in commercial materials. All the data obtained from each set of experiments 
indicates that, irrespective of the amount of copper initially added to the sample, after 
firing a considerable amount of the copper leaves the lattice and is washed off in the 
subsequent steps. The H1S and H1, together with the other H replicate samples, clearly 
indicate that even exposing the material to the reactive H2S gas does not make any 
difference in terms of the final copper content. More specifically, the zinc sulfide crystal 
structure can accommodate only a certain number of copper atoms within it. 
 
The most interesting observation in this study was the novel attempt to create a map of 
copper distribution within the zinc sulfide lattice. As demonstrated in Figure 5.10 the 
results obtained from using a 30% aqua regia solution were ideal for this analysis, while 
the 40% solution was too concentrated and hence the phosphor was digested too quickly 
to create a map of the copper distribution. Figure 5.11 shows the effect of the digestion 
on the surface of the particles clearly indicating that the surface is slowly etched away. 
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Overall, from the data in Figure 5.13 it can be concluded that during the firing of the 
materials, most of copper atoms interact and bind with each other and diffuse out of the 
zinc sulfide lattice while the zinc sulfide crystallises. However during this process, 
smaller quantities of copper atoms are left in the lattice and, as explained earlier in 
Chapter 5, form interstitial or substitutional copper sites within the lattice. The surface of 
the particles contains most of the copper content while the rest of the copper is equally 
distributed within the lattice. This outer layer copper localisation may play a key role in 
the process of ACEL; which would require further tests to be carried out to prove this 
hypothesis. As argued earlier, the thermal shocking of the samples caused a shift in the 
dominant wavelength of the material and it can be hypothesized that the outer layer 
copper atoms are more sensitive to the sudden thermal shocking compared to the ones 
localised within the inner layers.   
 
 
7.3 Efficient zinc sulfide phosphor particles 
 
The effect of firing conditions and procedures on the quality of phosphor materials 
produced is a rather complex issue to discuss. This is mainly because no specific 
mechanism for AC electroluminescent emission has ever been proposed. As discussed 
earlier there are many hypotheses as to how this phenomena occurs but the uncertainty 
makes it difficult to explain why particular synthetic routes yield materials different in 
terms of emission quality, considering that the materials are constituted of zinc, sulfur 
and copper with cubic or hexagonal crystal structure. Hence further elaboration on this 
topic would require a detailed examination of the orientation of the lattice within each 
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crystal structure. One of the most recent studies on the crystal structure of the ACEL zinc 
sulfide particle was carried out by the Wolfson Centre for Material Processing at Brunel 
University 77 where in an innovative approach using hydrochloric acid, phosphor particles 
were etched to reveal their internal structure visually and the way their internal lattices 
were oriented was studied. In these studies it was demonstrated that the smooth surface of 
the particles that is observed before any treatment, is etched away by the acid to reveal 
the internal structure of the crystal. This internal structure exhibits pyramids at one end of 
the particle while the particles taper to a flat side at the end. Clearly defined layers 
sandwiched between the two ends of the particle are observed. Commercial Sylvania zinc 
sulfide materials demonstrate the foregoing features as shown in Figure 7.1.  
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Figure 7.1: FESEM image of a single Osram Sylvania _type 728_-uncoated ACEL ZnS:Cu-
based particle after etching with hydrochloric acid for 15 min, showing the layered structure 
along the [111] direction and pyramids at one end (courtesy of Wolfson Centre, Brunel 
university).  
 
The cubic zinc sulfide is twined along the [111] axis. This twining is reported for both 
synthetic ACEL zinc sulfide78 and also on natural Thomsaton Dam sphalerite mineral79. 
Through personal discussions with these researchers it was declared that via their most 
recent research of the ACEL phenomenon, they have demonstrated that the particles emit 
photons along the planes, visible under microscope, provided that the crystal layers are in 
line with the electric field. Otherwise as the orientation of these layers occurs against the 
direction of the field, the intensity of luminance is decreased and at 90° there will be 
absolutely no emission. During the firing steps taken in synthesising these materials from 
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the one micron precursor zinc sulfide particles, it is possible to end up producing larger 
particles resulting from the fusion of the precursors. As a result, particles will be formed 
which may have some constituent having their planes formed at different angles to the 
planes of other constituents within the particle. This is simply referred to as particles 
having fault in their crystal structure. So far it can be argued that aside from the 
luminescent centres, the direction of the crystal planes play a vital role in the 
phenomenon of ACEL. 
 
7.4 X-ray analysis of the phosphor particles 
 
A comparison between the quenched and un-quenched phosphors using XRPD 
Ȝ c DQG [-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) has been undertaken.  The 
XRPD results (Figure 4.11 a) shows that the expected highly faulted structure is observed 
with excellent resolution out to 150o {or to the (12 2 2)} of the Sphalerite phase.  The 
quenched sample compared to the reference sample shows a large change in peak ratios 
between 46.7o and 46.9o, thought to correspond to the Wurtzite (0 0 6), (0 3 2) and 
Sphalerite (3 3 3)/(5 1 1) peaks.  Hence a large proportion of this diffraction is lost from 
the material upon rapid quenching but not when the material is allowed to cool slowly 
(the heated sample showed reversible thermal expansion).  Figure 4.11 shows the 
separation of the sphalerite (1 1 1) and wurtzite (0 0 2) diffraction lines with very broad 
diffraction intensity shown whereby diffraction intensity is observed between the three 
peaks.  In Figure 4.11b the region between 46.7o and 46.9o is shown which corresponds to 
the wurtzite and sphalerite lines indicated.  On quenching the sphalerite intensity is 
dramatically reduced. 
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The Zn K edge XAS data (Figure 4.12) does not allow for an easy understanding of the 
subtle crystallographic differences between quenched and unheated specimens.  However 
it gives an indication that the electronic structure has altered due to changes in Zn K-edge 
shape.  It is noted that the blue EL emission bands are also lost upon quenching, although 
a large amount of all EL emission intensity is also removed which is consistent with these 
findings. It has only been possible to collect powder diffraction data for just a few grains 
of phosphor in a printed ACEL panel due to the high flux X-ray source provided by 
synchrotron radiation. XRPD of a working ACEL device is shown in Figure 4.13. This 
work is a novel approach toward studying the crystal structure of zinc sulfide crystals; 
that is analysis of the crystal structure under an electric field. No such work has been 
reported to date. When the AC field is applied across the EL phosphor the diffraction 
peaks are all observed to shift, but remain within the region where broad diffraction 
intensity is observed for a normally collected powder sample, (i.e. random orientation).  
Indeed the sharp diffraction lines are observed to span across each broad diffraction area 
associated with the sphalerite phase.  The panel exhibits a different diffraction pattern 
when the device is powered in an AC field even though the phosphor is fixed in the 
binder (no dielectric powder was added to the panel).  These in panel data (off and on) 
show multiple sharp diffraction lines spread out under the region which is shown using 
capillary data to manifest broad diffraction intensity.  This indicates that the phosphor 
powder is comprised of unique crystals each having a different (faulted) structure. One 
hypothesis is that the particles will reorient based on the way they are placed against the 
field. A dipole moment arising from the piezoelectric effect would cause the particles to 
move under the alternating field. All crystals in a ferroelectric state are also piezoelectric 
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and when a stress is applied to the crystal its electric polarization is altered. Hence an 
electric field applied to a crystal will cause the crystal to become strained; when the 
crystal is stressed it will develop polarization in the direction of the field80. Again, this 
polarization can be hypothesized to be the stimulating factor affecting electronic 
configuration of the Cu luminescent centres within the lattice.  
 
When investigating the intensity of the peaks relating to various planes, after thermal 
quenching of the material most, but not all, peaks seem to have been affected in a way 
that untreated sample shows a more intense signal. The peak intensity can be interpreted 
as a quantitative factor in respect of crystalinity of the material. Considering that the 
material does possess cubic structure, along with some degree of hexagonal distortion, 
the results demonstrate lowering of the peaks relative to either crystal structure form. It 
can be concluded that the quenching of the material affects that particular structure. In 
fact these studies were carried out in order to gain an in-depth insight in to the way the 
quenching affects the crystal structure. The results of this analysis are presented in 
Figures 4.16 and 4.17. The percentage by which some main peaks were reduced in 
intensity after quenching relative to the untreated sample was calculated. As can be seen 
from Figure 4.17, both hexagonal and cubic crystal planes are affected, however the 
degree to which each plane is affected is very variable.  
 
The conversion of hexagonal to cubic phase involves rearrangement of a modular layer 
stacking pattern from ABABABA... to ABCABC... and this can be achieved by the 
insertion of deformation faults into the structure. Layer stacking faults may be located 
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randomly, non-randomly or periodically in the lattice. During the synthesis of these 
materials, which involves double firing of the phosphor at above and then below the 
cubic to hexagonal phase transition i.e. ~1024°C, the hexagonal to cubic conversion 
occurs upon annealing the wurtzite modification at temperature below the transition 
temperature. Previously it has been reported that this is initiated by random insertion of 
deformation faults in the ABABA... structure81. These faults arise due to slippage of two 
parts of the crystal past each other and hence provide the nuclei for cubic region to grow. 
This cubic structure has been reported to be highly twined along the (111) h, k, l axis 72. 
Overall the 111 twinned cubic phase of the zinc sulfide doped with copper appears to be 
implicated in the ac electroluminescence of the material. As demonstrated in Figure 4.17, 
the intensity of the signal related to the 111 axis has reduced to a factor of ~32%, 
however other planes demonstrate reduction in intensity. This may explain the slight 
reduction the ac electroluminescence property of the material after quenching but does 
not clearly explain the change in the emission wavelength already discussed. However, it 
allows an argument for possible reduction in the green emission intensity due to the 
affected 111 plane, which would then indicate that the blue emissions arise from a 
different set of crystal plane or properties. 
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7.5 Panel analysis 
 
In defining a relationship between the luminance of a panel and the applied voltage, when 
using commercial Sylvania samples, the most accurate model was equation 6.2. Hence 
WKH FRQVWDQW µa¶ FDQ EH UHJDUGHG DV D IDFWRU UHODWLQJ GLUHFWO\ WR WKH SURSHUW\ RI WKH
phosphor material. However when sample D1 was investigated equation 6.2 seemed to be 
inaccurate and instead equation 6.3 was a more accurate form of defining the 
relationship. This can only be explained through the difference in the particle size of the 
two phosphors. The commercial sample had an average particle size of ~20 microns 
while the D1¶VDYHUDJHVL]HUDQJH was ~5 microns, thereby suggesting that perhaps the 
particle size itself was a major factor when considering the luminance of these particles 
against the voltage applied. The electric field is the driving force behind AC- 
electroluminescence and hence it can be argued that the interaction of the electric field 
with the particles is different when different particle sizes are considered. At the same 
time the particle size distribution in these materials can never be homogenous hence 
causing an error factor when defining a mathematical relationship for their EL properties. 
An alternative hypothesis for the difference between D1 and the commercial sample is 
that since the D1 samples were smaller, the actual phosphoUILOP¶VWKLFNQHVVLQWKHSDQHO
may have resulted in equation 7.3 being more accurate, however, when 12 and 23 micron 
spacers were used to compensate for this difference; nevertheless, equation 6.3 was just 
as favourable. 
When considering the major drawback of ACEL technology i.e. its short life time and 
degradation characteristics, defining a mathematical model of its emission degradation is 
a step towards understanding part of the mechanism of the ACEL process. The 400 Hz 
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frequency was initially investigated and the models to define a relationship for the decay 
of luminescence were analysed. The most accurate mathematical relationships were 
equations 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6; however even these models were not as accurate when 
considering the relevant R squared factor. Equation 6.6 was statistically chosen as the 
most probable relationship. However, the frequency of the driving voltage directly affects 
both the luminance in terms of generating brighter EL effect while at the same time 
enhancing the degradation of the panel i.e. the frequency affects a parameter (emission 
brightness) both in a positive and negative manner at the same time, an indication of the 
frequency has a role in the EL process. As a result, as mentioned in chapter 6,  using a an 
extensively large pool of data, equation 6.7 was proposed and tested for accuracy as an 
indicative model that may relate the driving voltage, frequency and luminance output of 
an ACEL panel. This model statistically seems accurate with an R squared value of 
0.9954.  However the fit is only specific to the particular panel under study. 
At the same time in order to define the relationship between luminance decay and the 
relevant frequency of the driving voltage three models were investigated: 6.8a, 6.8b and 
6.8c; from which the 6.8c model was statistically the most accurate. This model defines 
three parameters A, B and C and these were calculated and presented in Table 6.6. These 
factors seem to increase as the frequency of the driving voltage is increased to 20 KHz, 
however the 30KHz data are to some degree lower than the 20 KHz values. This 
coincides with the fact that when above 20 KHz the panel no longer demonstrates a 
brighter EL property. The key conclusion of these observations is that independent from 
the voltage and luminance properties of the phosphor each particular frequency affects 
the three factors (A. B & C) adding to the complication of defining a mathematical model 
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for ACEL process. This would be even more challenging when considering that for each 
batch of zinc sulfide phosphor materials, the relationship between voltage and luminance 
is unique depending on the particle size distribution, as discussed earlier. Using the 
sample D1 and an extensive set of data at various driving voltages, frequency and the 12 
and 23 micron spacer in the panel an attempt was made to arrive at an overall 
fundamental mathematical relationship that would synchronise these data and could be 
XVHG DV D PRGHO IRU HVWLPDWLQJ D SKRVSKRU¶V SHUIRUPDQFH DW SDUWLFXODU IUHTXHQF\ DQG
voltage. The method of this analysis is presented in chapter 6. The overall calculations 
led to deriving the mathematical model: equation 6.15. This fit was derived both for 
panels with 23 micron and the 12 micron spacer. However when this model was used in 
parallel to practical results, it failed to estimate the luminescence of the panel when actual 
practical observations were considered. Even though it was statistically the most accurate 
model, it failed to be practically viable; possibly due to the multiple factors that affect the 
ACEL property of the materials. For example as discussed and demonstrated earlier, the 
frequency of the driving voltage affects the luminance and the decay of the material 
positively in parallel and hence would create contradicting outcomes when considering a 
mathematical correlation. 
Considering that zinc sulfide can exhibit two different crystal structures depending on the 
firing temperature; cubic below 1000°C and hexagonal above this temperature, it was an 
interesting idea to compare these two crystal structures in terms of their possible effect on 
the ACEL. It is concluded that with both samples the already discussed ݈ݑ݉ ൌ ܽǤ ݒ݋݈ݐఈ  
fit is most accurate. The estimated values of the two parameters of this relationship 
(ܽ&ߙሻ are demonstrated in Figures 7.2 & 7.3 in a graphical format. 
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It is clear from the results that the hexagonal crystal structure demonstrates lower values 
IRUµD¶ with a sharp drop when the frequency of the driving voltage is increased while ߙ 
seems unaffected in relation to the crystal structure. This further enhances the earlier 
argument that ߙ is a factor relating to the particle size of the materials while a is a 
parameter that is directly influenced by possible core factors such as band energy or 
copper distribution within the lattice. Figure 7.2 demonstrates the way in which 
SDUDPHWHU µa¶ IUom equation 6.2 is affected by the frequency of the driving voltage in 
cubic and hexagonal AMT samples and Figure 7.3 demonstrates the effect on 
parameterߙ. 
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Figure 7.2 (VWLPDWHG YDOXHV RI µD¶ DW YDULRXV frequencies in respect of formula 7.2 for 
AMT850 and AMT1050 samples. This parameter is affected more intensely in cubic crystal 
structure. 
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The difference between the hexagonal and cubic phase of zinc sulfide in terms of its 
ACEL properties is also apparent when considering the decay of the luminance at high 
frequencies considering equation 6.8c. 
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Figure 7.3(VWLPDWHGYDOXHVRIµࢻ¶DWYDULRXVfrequencies in respect of formula 7.2 
for AMT850 and AMT1050 samples. This parameter seems to be effected similarly 
for both cubic and hexagonal crystal structures. 
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AMT 850 Freq (Hz) A B c 
15000 0.1874E-5 -0.3486E-2 4.4181 
20000 0.1933E-5 -0.3566E-2 4.4355 
 
AMT1050Freq (Hz) A B c 
15000 0.5974E-8 -0.4810E-3 2.1561 
20000 0.2777E-6 -0.0880E-3 2.5682 
Table 7.1: Estimating the parameters of formula 6.8c for AMT850 and AMT 1050 at different 
frequencies. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.4: Estimating the parameters (A and B) of formula 6.8c for AMT850 and AMT1050 
at different frequencies. 
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These values are highlighted in Table 7.1 and Figure 7.4. Based on the defined equation 
of luminescence loss over time IRU HDFK SDUWLFXODU IUHTXHQF\ WKH SDUDPHWHU µB¶ LV
significant in a way which the more negative its value, the swifter the loss of luminance 
DWWKDWSDUWLFXODUIUHTXHQF\7KHSDUDPHWHUµA¶VKRZVDQRSSRVLQJUHVSRQVHWKHKLJKHULW
is the more stable is the phosSKRU¶VOXPLQHVFHQFHRYHUWLPH)igure 7.4).  
Based on this study it can be concluded that the hexagonal crystal structure which is 
formed at higher temperatures is more stable in comparison to the cubic structure because 
the atomic positions within the lattice are more stable in hexagonal configuration due to 
the closer packing of them while in cubic structure comparatively it is not as stable. 
 
7.6 Conclusion 
 
Based on the findings and the issues dicussed in this research, it can be hypothesized that 
the mechanism of the ACEL process may involve formation of  nano p-n junction across 
the particles where copper doped zinc sulfide forms the p type region and the higher zinc 
containing regions due to the evaporation of sulphur form the n type region. The 
vibration of the interstitial copper atom under an alternating field may affect the 
permeability of charge carries in these p-Q MXQFWLRQV¶V HQYLURQPHQW KHQFH HOHFWURQ
injection occurs and luminescent centres are activated. 
High frequency of the power source creates more energetic and vigorous vibrations of the 
interstitial copper. Under higher frequencies, the enhanced vibrational energy 
(considering the piezoelectric property of ZnS) may lead to dislocation of the interstitial 
copper from its optimum location of and as a result EL emission will be reduced. 
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D1 & D2 sample preparation technique which involves addition of raw zinc sulfide to an 
already copper doped zinc sulfide creates higher occurrence of nano p-n junctions species 
within the lattice (particularly the n type) relative to the other methods discussed and that 
may be the reason for their brighter emission. Larger particles have higher probability of 
containing interstitial copper sites during firing as copper atoms tend to migrate out of the 
zinc sulfide lattice toward the surface. Hence larger particles (commercial) demonstrate 
better emission properties. 
Thermal quenching affects the interstitial copper sites more than the other luminescent 
centres formed of substitutional copper sites. Hence the lowered blue emission occurs. 
Due to the vast dispersing probability of Cu atoms within the ZnS lattice an affirmative 
mathematical model cannot be developed for an EL panel. 
Exafs analysis cannot be fully relied up on in respect of the copper environment in these 
phosphors considering that a small fraction of the copper impurity the phosphor exists as 
an interstitial site. However, the Xanes results do confirm an alternation of the Zn atoms 
electronic configuration when samples are quenched. Double firing technique, creates 
better distribution of copper within the lattice as the sodium chloride flux prevents this if 
only the single firing procedure is conducted. Piezoelectric effect is an important factor in 
the emission and degradation property of these materials as demonstrated from mixing 
Barium titanate and strontium titanate along with under field  XRPD analysis of the 
panels. 
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7.7 Future work 
 
The experiments in this research covered many aspects of copper doped zinc sulfide 
ACEL phosphors. Their crystal structure and morphology along with emission properties 
and synthesis techniques were investigated. The copper doped zinc sulfide phosphors 
emit light in the green and blue regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, which as 
discussed is related to the copper luminescent centres. This would suggest that the nature 
of the doping element is a fundamental aspect of emission properties. Hence, any future 
work on electroluminescent phosphors should involve investigation of other potential 
ACEL host lattices and doping elements with the objective of allocating a host lattice that 
does not demonstrate degradation under high frequency/time and doping elements that 
would enable the emission of electromagnetic waves in the red and infra-red region of the 
spectrum. The proposed hypothetical mechanism of action highlighted in conclusion can 
be further investigated by fabricating ZnS:Cu/ZnS light emitting diodes to evaluate the 
proposed mechanism of action assumed in this research. Drift velocity of charges (e or h) 
can be analysed in terms of the conductivity of single ZnS:Cu particles and comparative 
studies carried out. The conductivity of the particles should be analysed under electric 
fields and neutral conditions. 
 
However, due to the economic constraints involving the high cost of research and 
development in this particular field, prior to any further investigation, a realistic proposal 
should be made on where this technology can commercially accommodate itself when 
currently light emitting diode (LED), LCD and plasma technologies have monopolised 
specific parts of the market as there have been substantial investments in this area.  The 
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one distinctive advantage of ACEL panels is the very thin & flexible panel structure that 
can be produced via this technology and hence decorative interior lighting of luxury 
automobiles and aircrafts can be considered a potential market, especially that these 
panels demonstrate a low energy consumption and they can be shaped to a great extent to 
be aligned with curves and angles in the environment they are used for. Hence further 
research can also be directed toward the substrates which these panels are prepared on 
and enhancement of implementing curves and shapes to the actual panels.  
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Appendix 
 
A1 
dvoltalum  . (6.1) 
 
 
2R  = 0.994452 
 
2
_
R 0.994199 
a d 
Parameter estimate 0.416863 -24.1006 
SE 0.006638 1.21692 
t statistics 62.7946 -19.8046 
P-value 0.00 0.00 
 
voltalum . (6.2) 
 
 
2R  = 0.994452 
 
2
_
R 0.994452 
a 
Parameter estimate 0.350379 
SE 0.014375 
t statistics 21.1338 
P-value 0.00 
 
Dvoltalum . (6.3) 
 
 
2R  = 0.958499 
 
2
_
R 0.956612 
ln a D  
Parameter estimate -8.48701 2.3481 
SE 0.511401 0.104173 
t statistics -16.5956 22.5411 
P-value 0.00 0.00 
 
 
Statistical analysis of the proposed relationship equations (6.1-6.3) relating voltage and 
luminance in an ACEL panel. 
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A2 
 
dtimealum  .   (6.4) 
 
 
2R  = 0.952383 
 
2
_
R 0.948054 
a d 
Parameter estimate 0.00329009 49.8432 
SE 0.000221813 0.051568 
t statistics -14.8327 966.549 
P-value 0.00 0.00 
Dtimealum . 
  (6.5) 
 
 
2R  = 0.93506 
 
2
_
R 0.929157 
a D  
Parameter estimate 0.00262995 -0.0071849 
SE 0.0026299 0.0005709 
t statistics 1493.92 -12.5852 
P-value 0.00 0.00 
dtimeaelum  .
   (6.6) 
 
 
2R  = 0.953845 
 
2
_
R 0.949649 
a d 
Parameter estimate 0.00006685 3.9089 
SE 0.00000443 0.0010308 
t statistics 15.0774 3791.98 
P-value 0.00 0.00 
 
 
Statistical analysis of the proposed equations 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 relating time and luminance of 
the panel. 
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A3 
 
 
2R  = 0.995422 
 
2
_
R 0.995256 
 
ln A D  E  
Parameter -13.0451 0.881419 2.25853 
S.E. 0.151088 0.13889 0.0263 
t-Statistics -86.3415 63.461 85.8761 
P-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 
 
Statistical analysis of equation (6.7). 
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A4 
 
Adj. R2 
 
R2 
intercept T T2 Variables & 
Diagnoses 
       For     1KHz  
Data 
C B A Parameter  
 
Model 
(6.8a) 
 
 
 
0.781.25 
 
 
 
0.781.2
5 
 
 
- Estimated 
Value 
- 0.015249 - S.E. 
- 9.696746 - t-Statistics 
- 0.000 - Prob. 
  C B A Parameter  
 
 
Model 
(6.8b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

  
 Estimated 
Value 
 9.66E-05  S.E. 
1870.143 - 66.5884 - t-Statistics 
   Prob. 
  C B A Parameter  
 
 
Model 
(6.8c) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
-
0.00835
1 
4.78E-
05 
Estimated 
Value 
 
 
4.93E-
06 
S.E. 

 
-408688 9.70039
6 
t-Statistics 
   Prob. 
          
                              Statistical analysis of equations (6.8a-c) at 1KHz frequency 
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A4 
 
Adj. R2 
 
R2 
intercept T T2 Variables & 
Diagnoses 
       For     10KHz  
Data 
C B A Parameter  
 
Model 
(6.8a) 
 
 
 
 
0.647.37
5 
 
 
 
 
0.647.3 
75 
 0.18814  Estimated 
Value 
 0.019483  S.E. 
 9.656842  t-Statistics 
 0.000  Prob. 
  C B A Parameter  
 
 
Model 
(6.8b) 
 
 
 
 
0.98414
8 
 
 
 
 
0.98456
5 
5.34361
4 
-
0.00899
5 
 Estimated 
Value 
0.004286 0.000185  S.E. 
1246.702 -
48.58214 
 t-Statistics 
0.000 0.000  Prob. 
  C B A Parameter  
 
 
Model 
(6.8c) 
 
 
 
0.99845
9 
 
 
 

 
5.36999
64 
-
0.01310
8 
0.00010
3 
Estimated 
Value 
0.00195
0 
0.00022
9 
5.53E-
06 
S.E. 
2753.97
2 
-
57.2411
4 
18.5604
6 
t-Statistics 
0.000 0.000 0.000 Prob. 
           
Statistical analysis of equations (6.8a-c) at 10 KHz frequency. 
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A4 
 
Adj. R2 
 
R2 
intercept T T2 Variables & 
Diagnoses 
       For     20KHz  
Data 
C B A Parameter  
 
Model 
(7.6a) 
 
 
 
 
0.821.16
34 
 
 
 
 
0.821.16
34 
 0.19706
9 
- Estimated 
Value 
- 0.020285 - S.E. 
- 9.714854 - t-Statistics 
- 0.000 - Prob. 
  C B A Parameter  
 
 
Model 
(7.6b) 
 
 
 
 
 
0.95242
0 
 
 
 
 
 
0.95367
2 
5.56370
2 
-
0.00818
6 
- Estimated 
Value 
0.006860 0.00029
7 
- S.E. 
810.3014 -
27.5981
1 
- t-Statistics 
0.000 0.000 - Prob. 
  C B A Parameter  
 
 
Model 
(7.6c) 
 
 
 
0.99610
1 
 
 
 
 
 

 
5.60626
0 
-
0.01482
9 
0.00016
6 
Estimated 
Value 
0.00286
8 
0.00033
7 
8.13E-
06 
S.E. 
1955.10
3 
-
44.0320
7 
20.3836 t-Statistics 
0.000 0.000 0.000 Prob. 
          
 
Statistical analysis of equations (6.8a-c) at 20 KHz frequency. 
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A4 
 
 
Adj. R2 
 
R2 
intercept T T2 Variables & 
Diagnoses 
       For     30KHz  
Data 
C B A Parameter  
 
Model 
(6.8a) 
 
 
 
 
0.747.86
6 
 
 
 
 
0.747.86
6 
 0.19481
9 
- Estimated 
Value 
- 0.020099 - S.E. 
- 9.692743 - t-Statistics 
- 0.000 - Prob. 
  C B A Parameter  
 
 
Model 
(6.8b) 
 
 
 
 
0.96582
2 
 
 
 
 
0.96672
1 
5.51276
5 
-
0.00855
7 
- Estimated 
Value 
0.006042 0.00026
1 
- S.E. 
912.4476 -
32.7843
0 
- t-Statistics 
0.000 0.000 - Prob. 
  C B A Parameter  
 
 
Model 
(6.8c) 
 
 
 
0.99610
1 
 
 
 
 
 

 
5.55054
1 
-
0.01445
3 
0.00014
7 
Estimated 
Value 
0.00225
2 
0.00026
4 
6.38E-
06 
S.E. 
2464.91
4 
-
54.6503
8 
23.0404
8 
t-Statistics 
0.000 0.000 0.000 Prob. 
           
Statistical analysis of equations (6.8a-c) at 30 KHz frequency. 
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A5 
 
 
Sample DVoltalum .  
Determination coefficient  
2
_
R  
 
lum=a.Volt 
Determination coefficient  
2
_
R  
Standard 0.990307 0.998243 
B2 0.993340 0.999681 
B4 0.995887 0.999387 
B6 0.993960 0.999857 
S2 0.994436 0.995603 
S4 0.985766 0.995439 
S6 0.976883 0.996638 
 
Comparison of the equation (6.3) and (6.2) in terms of accuracy relating to the voltage vs. 
luminance effect when powder dielectric materials were mixed with the phosphor grains. 
 
 
Sample Estimated value of 
(a) 
Standard 0.359765 
B2 0.284097 
B4 0.205508 
B6 0.180847 
S2 0.193124 
S4 0.124394 
S6 0.107800 
 
Estimation of parameter (a) considering equation (6.2) as the most accurate model. 
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A6 
DVoltalum .  
 
2R  = 0.993881 
 
2
_
R 0.993541 
ln a Į 
Parameter estimate -14.2508 3.24426 
SE 0.26541 0.06 
t statistics -53.6937 54.0709 
P-value 0.00 0.00 
lum = a .Volt 
 
2R  = 0.910894 
 
2
_
R 0.910894 
a 
Parameter estimate 0.045184 
SE 0.0050678 
t statistics 8.9158 
P-value 0.00 
Statistical evaluation of the equation (6.2) & (6.3) and estimated parameters for D1 samples. 
Data series 
12 Micron (a) Determination coefficient  
2
_
R  
50Hz 0.971300 
100Hz 0.982945 
150Hz 0.993541 
200Hz 0.922220 
250Hz 0.993499 
300Hz 0.989250 
400Hz 0.986563 
1000Hz 0.943536 
5000Hz 0.994903 
10000Hz 0.987095 
15000Hz 0.992282 
20000Hz 0.981809 
Statistical analysis of the equation 6.3 at different frequencies for sample D1 using the 12 µm 
spacer. 
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A6 
Data series 
23 Micron (b) Determination coefficient  
2
_
R  
50Hz 0.989092 
100Hz 0.989611 
150Hz 0.990144 
200Hz 0.992028 
250Hz 0.989862 
300Hz 0.990764 
400Hz 0.988940 
1000Hz 0.988355 
5000Hz 0.989009 
10000Hz 0.990057 
15000Hz 0.987582 
20000Hz 0.992056 
Statistical analysis of the equation 6.3 at different frequencies for sample D1 using the 23 µm 
spacer. 
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A6 
Frequency  
(Hz)  12 Micro 
spacer 
ln a D  
50 -11.3695 2.64171 
100 -13.8533 3.14014 
150 -14.2508 3.24426 
250 -15.1433 3.45319 
300 -15.8597 3.60953 
400 -16.1538 3.68965 
1000 -17.1443 3.97897 
5000 -17.9138 4.18103 
10000 -18.9942 4.37914 
15000 -19.2704 4.40209 
20000 -19.035 4.32455 
 
Frequency  
(Hz)  23 
Micron spacer 
ln a D  
50 -15.2736 3.48 
100 -15.7744 3.65306 
150 -16.5217 3.81810 
250 -17.1292 3.95723 
400 -17.5179 4.08288 
1000 -17.715 4.19908 
5000 -18.4875 4.42828 
10000 -19.7251 4.66909 
15000 -20.176 4.7675 
20000 -20.9287 4.9218 
 
Estimating each parameter for 12 and 23micron spacer at various frequencies. 
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A7 
mfreq .UD
 (a) 
2R  = 0.554739 
 
2
_
R 0.505265 
U  m 
Parameter estimate 0.0000608 3.44249 
SE 0.000018157 0.150063 
t statistics 3.34856 22.9403 
P-value 0.00 0.00 
 
EUD freq. (b) 
2R  = 0.877328 
 
2
_
R 0.863698 
ln U  E  
Parameter estimate 0.820933 0.071103 
SE 0.63018 0.0088625 
t statistics 13.027 8.02288 
P-value 0.00 0.00 
 
 
ED freq (c) 
2R  = 0.877328 
 
2
_
R 0.877328 
E
 
Parameter estimate 0.181658 
SE 0.010795 
t statistics 16.8272 
P-value 0.00 
 
EUD freq. (d) 
2R  = 0.885073 
 
2
_
R 0.870707 
ln U  E  
Parameter estimate 0.789281 0.076908 
SE   
t statistics 11.9017 7.84918 
P-value 0.00 0.00 
 
Statistical analysis of equations 6.9-12 and estimated parameters using 12 micron spacer. 
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A8 
voltalum .  
AMT850-
400Hz 
a D  
Parameter 0.043070 - 
S.E. 0.003977 - 
t-statistics 10.8284 - 
P-value 0.00 - 
2R = 0.997157               2R = 0.997157 
 
Dvoltlum 
 
AMT850-
400Hz 
ln a D  
Parameter - 0.342437 
S.E. - 0.043193 
t-statistics - 7.9281 
P-value - 0.00 
2R =0.974166                2R =0.974106 
 
 
Dvoltalum . 
 
AMT850-
400Hz 
ln a D  
Parameter -12.0486 2.64588 
S.E. 0.75085 0.143794 
t-statistics -16.0462 18.4005 
P-value 0.00 0.00 
2R =0.974106                2R =0.971229 
 
voltalum . 
 
AMT850-
1kHz 
ln a D  
Parameter 0.066654 - 
S.E. 0.00903 - 
t-statistics 7.37992 - 
P-value 0.00 - 
2R =0.983575                2R =0.983575 
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A8 
Dvoltalum . 
 
AMT850-1kHz 
ln a D  
Parameter -16.236 3.51652 
S.E. 0.92154 0.177228 
t-statistics -17.6191 19.8417 
P-value 0.00 0.00 
2R =0.98253                2R = 0.980035 
 
voltalum .  
AMT850-10kHz 
ln a D  
Parameter - 0.19969 
S.E. - 0.036057 
t-statistics - 5.5375 
P-value - 0.00 
2R =0.944727                2R =0.944727 
 
 
 
Dvoltlum 
 
AMT850-10kHz 
ln a D  
Parameter - 0.56193 
S.E. - 0.075062 
t-statistics - 7.48627 
P-value - 0.00 
2R =0.994579                2R =0.994579 
 
Dvoltalum . 
 
AMT850-10kHz 
ln a D  
Parameter -19.5557 4.32682 
S.E. 0.62612 0.120731 
t-statistics -31.2332 35.8384 
P-value 0.00 0.00 
2R =0.994579                2R =0.993805 
Statistical analysis of voltage luminance models in respect of AMT850 sample. 
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A9 
 
voltalum .  
AMT1050-400Hz 
a D  
Parameter 0.0096935 - 
S.E. 0.0012467 - 
t-statistics 7.77507 - 
P-value 0.00 - 
2R =0.981011                2R =0.981011 
 
Dvoltlum 
 
AMT1050-400Hz 
ln a D  
Parameter - 0.034222 
S.E. - 0.055203 
t-statistics - 0.619924 
P-value - 0.619924 
2R =0.992188                2R =0.992188 
 
Dvoltalum . 
 
AMT1050-400Hz 
ln a D  
Parameter -15.789 3.08106 
S.E. 0.500166 0.09666 
t-statistics -31.5675 31.8754 
P-value 0.00 0.00 
2R =0.992188                2R =0.991211 
 
voltalum . 
 
AMT1050-1kHz 
a D  
Parameter 0.14709 - 
S.E. 0.00213 - 
t-statistics 0.88771 - 
P-value 0.00 - 
2R =0.965975                2R =0.965975 
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A9 
Dvoltlum 
 
AMT1050-1kHz 
ln a D  
Parameter - 0.103129 
S.E. - 0.57916 
t-statistics - 1.78066 
P-value - 0.00 
2R =0.996866                2R =0.996866 
 
Dvoltalum . 
 
AMT1050-1kHz 
ln a D  
Parameter -16.617 3.31015 
S.E. 0.339536 0.065623 
t-statistics -48.9415 50.4416 
P-value 0.00 0.00 
2R =0.996866                2R =0.996474 
 
voltalum . 
 
AMT1050-10kHz 
a D  
Parameter 0.041392 - 
S.E. 0.007211 - 
t-statistics 5.73967 - 
P-value 0.00 - 
2R =0.94481                2R =0.94481 
 
 
Dvoltlum 
 
AMT1050-10kHz 
ln a D  
Parameter - 0.272676 
S.E. - 0.065898 
t-statistics - 4.13784 
P-value - 0.003 
2R =0.997471                2R =0.997471 
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A9 
Dvoltalum . 
 
AMT1050-10kHz 
ln a D  
Parameter -18.8572 3.91549 
S.E. 0.360321 0.069709 
t-statistics -52.3345 56.1694 
P-value 0.00 0.00 
2R =0.997471                2R =0.997155 
 
Statistical analysis of voltage luminance models in respect of AMT1050 sample 
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A10 
AMT850 
15kHz 
a b C 
Parameter 0.18741E-5 -0.34865E-2 4.41813 
S.E. 0.22951E-6 0.20222E-3 0.035235 
t-statistics 8.16538 -17.2404 125.392 
p- value  0.00 0.00 0.00 
2R =0.987567                                      R =0.985495 
 
AMT850 
20kHz 
a b C 
Parameter 0.1933E-5 -0.35663E-2 4.35548 
S.E. 0.23629E-6 0.0.21031E-3 0.037699 
t-statistics 8.1806 -16.957 115.532 
p- value  0.00 0.00 0.00 
2R =0.985533                                    R =0.983467 
 
AMT1050 
15kHz 
a b C 
Parameter 0.59745E-8 -0.48104E-3 2.1561 
S.E. 0.45214E-7 0.44083E-4 0.6347E-2 
t-statistics 0.132137 -10.9123 339.668 
p- value  0.00 0.00 0.00 
2R =0.998802                                   R =0.998003 
 
 
AMT1050 
20kHz 
a b C 
Parameter 0.27779E-6 -0.88006E-3 2.56822 
S.E. 0.3576E-7 0.339926E-4 0.515E-2 
t-statistics 7.76844 -25.8898 498.534 
p- value  0.001 0.00 0.00 
2R =0.999151                                     R =0.998811 
Statistical analysis of equation 6.16 and the estimated parameters at 15 & 20kHz frequency for 
AMT 850 and 1050 samples. 
 
